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Di-boson production at the LHC
• Measurement of di-boson 

processes involving combinations 
of W, Z and ɣ 
• W

±
W
∓

, WZ, ZZ, W/Zɣ , W
±
W

± 

• Measured mainly through their 
leptonic final states 
• Advantage: relatively low backgrounds 

• Disadvantage: low Branching Ratios 

• BR(W→lν) = 0.108, BR (Z→ll) = 0.03366  

• Small cross sections O(1-100pb) 

• Gluon contribution up to ~10% 
depending on the channel

3

Mul$boson	  physics	  
 
Cross-section measurements:  
•  precise test of Standard Model (SM) 
•  irreducible background to Higgs 
•  sensitivity to new particles 
 
Triple/quartic gauge couplings: 
•  precision study of V self-couplings 
•  probe new physics through anomalous  
    couplings (aTGCs, aQGCs) 
 
At LHC: 
•  small cross-sections, between 1-100pb 
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Signature	  
Multiboson final states: combination of photons, W, Z 
•  γγ, Wγ, Zγ, WW, WZ, ZZ + three bosons (Wγγ….) 
•  σ(γ)>σ(W)>σ(Z) 
 
At LHC measured mainly through leptonic final states: 
•  relatively low background 
•  small branching ratios 

•  BR (W->lν) = 0.108, BR (Z->ll) = 0.034 
Semileptonic or invisible channels also studied 
•  to get complementary sensitivity 
•  to cover a larger kinematic region 

•  but with larger experimental systematics 
 
How the final state looks like: 
•  high pT isolated photons, electrons, muons (taus) 
•  Z channels:  dilepton invariant mass peak at Z mass  

•  m(ll) selection 
•  W channels: large missing transverse energy from undetected neutrinos 

•  ET
miss or mT(W) selection 3	  



Main	  backgrounds	  
V + jets: 
•  high pT prompt leptons from boson decay 
•  non prompt leptons from heavy flavour decays 
•  fake leptons / photons from misidentified jets 
•  ET

miss from particles outside acceptance 

Top (ttbar, single top): 
•  high pT prompt leptons from W decay 
•  ET

miss from W 

Drell-Yan: 
•  high pT prompt leptons from Z decay 
•  ET

miss from particles outside acceptance, detector effects   
 
 
Other di-boson processes: 
•  background for each other 

Data-driven techniques 

Estimated from MC 
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Run1	  results	  overview	  

   Selected results presented here (mainly 8TeV)    

ATLAS 
7TeV, 
xsec 

ATLAS 
8TeV, 
xsec 

ATLAS 
7TeV, 
aGC 

ATLAS 
8TeV, 
aGC 

CMS 
7TeV, 
xsec 

CMS 
8TeV, 
xsec 

CMS 
7TeV, 
aGC 

CMS 
8TeV, 
aGC 

WW(llνν)	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

ZZ	  (4l)	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

ZZ	  (2l2ν)	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

WZ	  (3l)	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

Wγ	  (lν)	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

Zγ	  (ll)	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

Zγ	  (νν)	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

VW	  or	  Z	  (jj)	   X	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

γγ	  	   X	   X	  

Wγγ	  	   X	   X	  

WWγ	  +WZγ	  	   X	   X	  

Ewk	  WW+2jets	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

Ewk	  Zγ+2jets	   X	   X	  
5	  

xsec: cross-section measurement 
aGC: anomalous gauge couplings measurement 



Cross-‐sec$on	  experimental	  measurements	  

•  cross-section in the fiducial region (FR): 
•  defined by detector acceptance and selection requirements 
•  minimizes extrapolation to unmeasured regions 

•  production cross-section:  
•  extrapolated from FR to the total phase space 

•  differential cross-sections in the fiducial region  
 

Introduction: Multiboson physics (I) 

04/28/2015 Karen Chen 3 

y Multi-boson cross section 
measurements 
y Important test of the electroweak sector 

of the Standard Model 
y Sensitive to new physics particles that 

decay to EW bosons 
y Irreducible background for Higgs 
 

y Common signatures 
y Combinations of W, Z, γ 
y Leptonic decays: High pT, isolated e or μ 
y W boson:  

y Transverse momentum imbalance, 
ET

miss, from neutrino 
y Transverse mass (mT) selection 

y Z boson: 
y Mass window around Z pole mass 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

y Cross section measurement in 
fiducial region, defined by detector 
acceptance and selection 
requirements 
 

 
y Extrapolate to total phase space for 

total production cross section 
 
 
 
    Ndata = number of data events 
    Nbkg = number of background events 
    C = efficiency correction 
    A = fiducial acceptance 
    L = luminosity 

Ndata: cut-and-count or max.likelihood 
 

Nbkg: data-driven or from MC 

acceptance:  
theory only 

efficiency:  
detector effects 

March 5, 2015

Cross section measurements strategy

• “Cut and count” analysis yields observed 
events 

• Background estimation from Data or/and MC 

• Measurement of fiducial cross section 
• Defined as the phase space of the detector’s 

acceptance + our selection requirements 

• Minimizes the extrapolation to unmeasured 
regions, more model independent

5

Ndata Number of data events 

Nbkg Number of background events

L Luminosity 

BR Branching Ratio 

C Efficiency corrections

A Acceptance

• Extrapolate measurement to total phase space 

• Optionally provide differential cross sections in 
fiducial volume 

• Distributions “unfolded” from detector effects

March 5, 2015
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events 
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Ndata Number of data events 
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Figure 2: The invariant mass distributions for eµ (left) and ee + µµ (right) events after the dilepton
selection and requiring mll > 15/10 GeV for the same-flavour or different-flavor channels respectively.
Here, ee and µµ selected events have been summed in the same figure. The Drell-Yan process (labelled
as Z+jets MC) with Z or g⇤ decaying to same flavor leptons is the dominant contribution. For the eµ
events, Drell-Yan production is only a minor background, mainly due to Z decays into leptonically
decaying t-leptons. The points represent data and the stacked histograms are the MC predictions, which
are normalised to 20.3 fb�1 using SM cross sections. The last bin is an overflow bin. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown.
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Figure 3: Jet multiplicity distributions for eµ (left) and ee+µµ (right) events before the jet-veto require-
ment is applied. The points represent data and the stacked histograms are the MC predictions, which are
normalised to 20.3 fb�1 using SM cross sections. The tt̄ contribution is normalised to the NNLO+NNLL
theoretical calculation. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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WW$selected$events$
•  The&events&are&analyzed&in&four&exclusive&categories:&
•  Separated!between!differentO!and!sameOflavor!leptons!
•  Separated!between!events!with!0!or!1!reconstructed!jet!with!ET!>!
30!GeV!and!|η|!<!4.7!

6!

A.
!Ca

lde
ró
n.!
Sta

nd
ar
d!M

od
el!
at!

LH
C,!
20
15
.!

WW	  -‐>	  2l2ν	  	  	  
Signature: 2 isolated leptons + ET

miss 
Relatively large cross-section 
Main challenge: large background 
 
 

 Main backgrounds rejection: 
•  W+jets     => tight lepton selection  
•  Top          => anti b-tagging and jet veto 
•  Drell-Yan => Z mass veto and ET

miss  

•  WZ, ZZ   => third lepton veto  
  
Uncertainty dominated by systematics: 
•  jet veto (theory) 
•  background estimates (experimental) 
•  lepton selection (experimental) 
 
ATLAS: 0 jets only 
CMS:    0-1 jets 
Categorization based on lepton flavours 
 7	  

ATLAS-‐CONF-‐2014-‐033	  

SMP-‐14-‐016	  (submi9ed	  to	  EPJC)	  
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Figure 3: Normalized differential W+W� cross section as a function of the leading lepton
pT (p`T, max) (top left), the transverse momentum of the dilepton system (p``T ) (top right), the
invariant mass (m``) (bottom left) and the angular separation between leptons (Df``) (bottom
right). Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are included. The hatched area in the ratio
plots corresponds to the relative error of the data in each bin. The measurement, including
gg ! W+W� is compared to predictions from MADGRAPH, POWHEG, and MC@NLO

total σ [pb] 8TeV theory 

CMS: 60.1 ± 0.9 (stat) ± 3.2 (exp) ± 3.1(th) ± 1.6 (lumi) 59.8+1.3
-1.1 (NNLO) 

Atlas: 71.4+1.2 
–1.2 (stat) +5.0 

–4.4 (syst) +2.2 
–2.1 (lumi) 58.7+3.0

-2.7 (qq NLO, gg LO) 
H->WW included 

ATLAS / CMS 7 TeV 
ATLAS 8 TeV    
CMS 8TeV: good agreement with theory  
 

Might be explained by 
•  NNLO contributions, ~10% 
•  Gluon resummation effects 

•  correlated with jet veto efficiency 
 

Differential cross-sections also measured 
•  in fiducial region with zero jets  
•  after unfolding 
Good agreement between data and theory 
•  few differences depending on generator/variable 
	  

WW	  -‐>	  2l2ν,	  results	  	  	  

8	  

Excess over NLO predictions 

SMP-‐14-‐016	  (submi9ed	  to	  EPJC)	  



ZZ(lll’l’)�
!  Event selection: 

#  only Z->lll’l’ 

pT
l > 25(10) GeV, leading(other) lepton(s)  

|ηl|<2.5(2.4), l=e(µ) 

66< mll < 116 GeV (each pair) 
 

 

Measured cross section 
 
 
SM:  
σWW(MCFM,NLO) =  

8 TeV� CONF-2013-020�ATLAS�

!  Background:  
Jet  or photon misidentified as lepton in W/
Z+jets/γ  
Data driven estimate – control region with 
relaxed isolation.  

!  Systematic: 
Dominated by lepton ID/ISO efficiency 

���

ZZ	  -‐>	  4leptons	  
Signature: 4 isolated leptons 
Low rate, low background.  
Challenge: optimize efficiency 
 
 

Selection:  
•  pT(l)>20-25(10) GeV [leading (other)] 
•  m(ll) window 

•  defining the fiducial region  
•  ATLAS: 66-116 GeV; CMS: 60-120 GeV 

Main backgrounds:  
•  misidentified jets in Z+jets and WZ.  
 

σ (fiducial) [pb] 8TeV MCFM 

CMS: 7.7±0.5(stat)+0.5
-0.4(syst)±0.4(theo)±0.2(lumi) 7.7 ± 0.6 

Atlas: 7.1+0.5 
–0.4(stat) ± 0.3 (syst) ± 0.2(lumi) 7.2+0.3

-0.2 

CMS Collaboration / Physics Letters B 740 (2015) 250–272 255

Table 2
The total ZZ production cross section as measured in each decay channel and for 
the combination of all channels.

Decay channel Total cross section, pb

4e 7.2+1.0
−0.9 (stat) +0.6

−0.5 (syst) ± 0.4 (theo) ± 0.2 (lumi)

4µ 7.3+0.8
−0.8 (stat) +0.6

−0.5 (syst) ± 0.4 (theo) ± 0.2 (lumi)

2e2µ 8.1+0.7
−0.6 (stat) +0.6

−0.5 (syst) ± 0.4 (theo) ± 0.2 (lumi)

ℓℓττ 7.7+2.1
−1.9 (stat) +2.0

−1.8 (syst) ± 0.4 (theo) ± 0.2 (lumi)

Combined 7.7 ± 0.5 (stat) +0.5
−0.4 (syst) ± 0.4 (theo) ± 0.2 (lumi)

hypotheses, with systematical uncertainties used as nuisance pa-
rameters in the fit. Each τ -lepton decay mode, listed in Table 1, is 
treated as a separate channel.

Table 2 lists the total cross section obtained from each in-
dividual decay channel as well as the total cross section based 
on the combination of all channels. The measured cross section 
agrees with the theoretical value of 7.7 ± 0.6 pb calculated with
mcfm 6.0. In this calculation, the contribution from qq → ZZ is 

obtained at NLO, while the smaller contribution (approximately 
6%) from gg → ZZ is obtained at LO. The MSTW2008 PDF is used 
and the renormalization and factorization scales set to µR = µF =
91.2 GeV.

The measurement of the differential cross sections is an im-
portant part of this analysis, since it provides detailed information 
about ZZ kinematics. Three decay channels, 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ, are 
combined, since their kinematic distributions are the same; the 
ℓℓττ channel is not included. The observed yields are unfolded 
using the method described in Ref. [34].

The differential distributions normalized to the fiducial cross 
sections are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 for the combination of the 
4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ decay channels. The fiducial cross section def-
inition includes pℓ

T and |ηℓ| selections on each lepton, and the 
60–120 GeV mass requirement, as described in Section 4. Fig. 3
shows the differential cross sections in bins of pT for: (upper left) 
the highest-pT lepton in the event, (upper right) the Z1, and 
(lower left) the ZZ system. Fig. 3 (lower left) shows the normal-
ized dσ /dmZZ distribution. The data are corrected for background 
contributions and compared with the theoretical predictions from

Fig. 3. Differential cross sections normalized to the fiducial cross section for the combined 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ decay channels as a function of pT for (upper left) the highest 
pT lepton in the event, (upper right) the Z1, and (lower left) the ZZ system. Figure (lower right) shows the normalized dσ /dmZZ distribution. Points represent the data, and 
the shaded histograms labeled ZZ represent the powheg+gg2zz+pythia predictions for ZZ signal, while the solid curves correspond to results of the mcfm calculations. The 
bottom part of each subfigure represents the ratio of the measured cross section to the expected one from powheg+gg2zz+pythia (black crosses with solid symbols) and
mcfm (red crosses). The shaded areas on all the plots represent the full uncertainties calculated as the quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties, whereas 
the crosses represent the statistical uncertainties only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)

Good agreement with NLO predictions 
Differential results also available 

9	  

PLB	  740	  (2015)	  250	  	  

ATLAS-‐CONF-‐2013-‐020	  

ZZ->2l2ν 
WZ->3l 

also 
measured 



Semileptonic	  W	  and	  Z	  decays	  
Semileptonic channels with W and Z also studied at 7 and 8TeV:  
•  VW (V=W or Z), W->jj, V->leptons (CMS 7TeV) 
•  VW (V=W or Z), V->jj, W->lν (ATLAS 7TeV) 
•  VZ  (V=W or Z), Z->bb  (CMS, 8TeV) 
 
Pros:   large BR => more events, access to higher boson pT 
Cons:  large backgrounds, worse S/B 
Challenge: background modeling for signal extraction 
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Fig. 1 (a) Combined distribution for all channels in the value of the
logarithm of the ratio of signal to background (S/B) discriminants in
data and in Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, based on the outputs of
the S and B BDT discriminants for each event. The two bottom panels
display (b) the ratio of the data and of the SM expectation relative to
the background-only hypothesis, and (c) data relative to the expected
sum of background and VZ signal. The error bars and the cross-hatched
regions reflect total uncertainties at 68 % confidence level

3.2 Two-jet mass analysis

As a cross-check of the multivariate analysis, we perform
a simpler analysis based on the mbb distribution of the
reconstructed bb jets of the hypothesized Z boson. The sig-
nal region is defined by events that satisfy the V and Z
boson reconstruction criteria used in the multivariate anal-
ysis. Events are again classified according to pV

T , and, in
addition, more restrictive selections are introduced than in
the multivariate analysis, because the single variable mbb is
not a sufficiently sensitive discriminant.

In the 0-lepton and 1-lepton channels, the b-tagging
requirements are tightened, respectively, to a tight CSVmax
and a medium CSVmin. A veto is also imposed on any addi-
tional jets, and !φ(V, Z) is required to be >2.95 radians. The
regions of 100 < pV

T < 130 GeV, 130 < pV
T < 180 GeV,

and pV
T > 180 GeV are used to analyze the 1-muon chan-

nel, and the regions for the 1-electron channel are defined
as 100 < pV

T < 150 GeV and pV
T > 150 GeV. The

selected regions for the 0-lepton channel are identical in pV
T

to the requirements used in the multivariate analysis, but
we define ranges of pT

bb > 110 GeV, pT
bb > 140 GeV,

and pT
bb > 190 GeV, and impose an additional thresh-

old for the jet of highest pT of >80 GeV for the region of
pT

bb > 140 GeV. For the 2-lepton channels, the pV
T ranges
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Fig. 2 (a) The combined bb invariant mass distribution for all chan-
nels, compared to MC simulation of SM contributions. (b) Same distri-
bution as in (a), but with all backgrounds to VZ production, except for
the VH contribution, subtracted. The contributions from backgrounds
and signal are summed cumulatively. The expectations for the sum of
VZ signal and background from VH production are also shown super-
imposed. The error bars and cross-hatched regions reflect statistical
uncertainties at 68 % confidence level

are defined by 100 < pV
T < 150 GeV and pV

T > 150 GeV,
and, in addition, we require medium CSVmax and moderate
CSVmin thresholds, and Emiss

T < 60 GeV.
Figure 2(a) combines events from all channels into a single

mbb distribution, which is compared to expectations from
the SM. Figure 2(b) shows the same distribution, but after
subtracting all SM contributions except for the VZ signals

123

 

•  VZ->Vbb observed with significance 6.3σ 
•  σ(pp->WZ) and σ(pp->ZZ) consistent   
     with NLO expectations  10	  

 

•  WW+WZ measured with significance 3.4σ 
•  σ(WW+WZ) consistent  with NLO expectations  

EPJC	  74	  (2014)	  2973	  	  

JHEP	  01	  (2015)	  049	  



Wγ	  and	  Zγ	  produc$on	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Final states: ννγ, lνγ, llγ 
Signature: 1 photon, 0-1-2 isolated leptons,  (ET

miss) 

Wγ & Zγ

6
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Appendix B

Other Anomalous Triple Gauge

Coupling Measurements
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Figure B.1: The LO �S diagrams for V⇥ production, where V=W,Z,⇥�. The W⇥
coupling occurs naturally in the SM, unlike Z⇥. In the case of W⇥ production the
charged lepton is radiating the photon in the FSR diagram.

The measurement of and limits on anomalous triple gauge couplings presented for

the Z⇥ analysis were performed in tandem with the search for anomalous couplings in

the W⇥. The same class of Feynman diagrams, Figure B.1, describes the production

of W⇥ as for Z⇥ with the exception that there is a naturally arising triple gauge vertex

between the W± bosons since they are charged. Instead of the couplings hZ/�
i being

introduces in the vertex function, the charged anomalous triple gauge couplings are

inserted into the SM using a lagrangian approach [23], where the lagrangian is given
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Figure B.1: The LO �S diagrams for V⇥ production, where V=W,Z,⇥�. The W⇥
coupling occurs naturally in the SM, unlike Z⇥. In the case of W⇥ production the
charged lepton is radiating the photon in the FSR diagram.

The measurement of and limits on anomalous triple gauge couplings presented for

the Z⇥ analysis were performed in tandem with the search for anomalous couplings in

the W⇥. The same class of Feynman diagrams, Figure B.1, describes the production

of W⇥ as for Z⇥ with the exception that there is a naturally arising triple gauge vertex

between the W± bosons since they are charged. Instead of the couplings hZ/�
i being

introduces in the vertex function, the charged anomalous triple gauge couplings are

inserted into the SM using a lagrangian approach [23], where the lagrangian is given

(only Wγ in SM!)

Wγ→lνγ: 
lepton+photon+MET

Zγ→llγ: 
2 leptons+photon

Zγ→ννγ: 
photon+MET
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ISR
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No FSR Contribution

Dominant background:
fake photons from V+jets ISR	   FSR	   TGC	  (Wγ	  only)	  

lνγ, llγ 
Selection: 
•  lepton pT>20-35GeV 
•  photon ET>15GeV 
•  mT

W>40-70GeV 
•  |meγ-mZ|>15GeV 
•  m(ll)>40-50GeV 
 

Main background:  
•  V+jets 
 

ννγ 

Selection: 
•  photon pT>100-145GeV 
•  ET

miss > 35–130 GeV 
•  lepton/jet veto 
Main background:  
•  Wγ->lνγ, W->eν 
•  instrumental/non-collision 
    effects	  
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Wγ	  and	  Zγ	  cross-‐sec$on	  results	  
channel σ	  (fiducial)	  [pb] NLO	  [pb] 

CMS	  7TeV Wγ	  -‐>	  lνγ 37.0±0.8(stat)±4.0(syst)±0.8(lumi) 31.8±1.8 
Zγ	  -‐>	  llγ 5.33	  ±	  0.08	  ±	  0.25	  ±	  0.12 5.45	  ±	  0.27 
Zγ	  -‐>	  ννγ 21.1	  ±	  4.2	  ±	  4.3	  ±	  0.5	  [	  h	  ] 21.9	  ±	  1.1	  [h] 

ATLAS	  7TeV Wγ	  -‐>	  lνγ 2.77	  ±	  0.03	  ±	  0.33	  ±	  0.14 1.96	  ±	  0.17 
Zγ-‐>llγ 1.31	  ±	  0.02	  ±	  0.11	  ±	  0.05 1.18	  ±	  0.05 
Zγ-‐>ννγ 0.133	  ±	  0.013	  ±	  0.020	  ±	  0.005 0.156	  ±	  0.012 

CMS	  8TeV Zγ-‐>llγ 2.063	  ±	  0.019	  ±	  0.098	  ±	  0.054 2.100	  ±	  0.120 
Zγ	  -‐>	  ννγ NEW!	  	  52.7	  ±	  2.1	  ±	  6.4	  ±	  1.4	  [h]	   50.0	  +	  2.4	  –	  2.2	  [h,NNLO]	  

ü  Overall good agreement with NLO predictions (MCFM) 
ü  Small excess in Wγ for both experiments  

ü  Discrepancy worse at high pT(γ) and jet multiplicity 

NNLO [fb] 2453 ± 4.1% 
ATLAS [fb] 2770 ± 30 ± 330 ± 140 

 Cured when QCD NNLO  
 corrections are included 
(Grazzini, hep-ph:1407.1618 
 Grazzini et al., hep-ph:1504.01330) 12	  

ATLAS/CMS,	  
different	  fiducial	  regions:	  
not	  comparable	  results	  



Zγ	  differen$al	  distribu$ons	  	  

First comparison with NNLO predictions 
[Grazzini et al., arXiv hep-ph 1309.7000] 
 
Inclusive measurement: 
SHERPA in better agreement at high pT(γ) 
with NNLO than MCFM 
 
Exclusive measurement  
(= no jet with pT>30GeV and |η|<2.4): 
reduced difference between MCFM and 
SHERPA at high pT(γ) 

inclusive 

exclusive 

13	  
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Cross-‐sec$ons	  summary	  

Good agreement between experiments and theory in most channels 

CMS ATLAS 
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Gauge bosons couplings:  
•  fundamental prediction of SM 
•  consequence of SU(2) x U(1) structure of EWK sector 
 
Have exact values in SM 

 
 
 
 

Charged couplings only allowed at tree level, neutral couplings forbidden 
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Anomalous	  Gauge	  Couplings	  (aGCs)	  
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Deviation from prediction 
Observation of a forbidden coupling    
 
 
aGCs predicted by many SM extensions 
Measurement of aGCs => indirect search for new physics 
 
 

 
 
 

Most of ATLAS/CMS analyses measure together cross-section and aGCs 
 

Anomalous coupling 

TGC vertex 
QGC vertex 

Introduction: Multiboson physics (II) 

04/28/2015 Karen Chen 4 

y Di-boson production is sensitive to 
anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGCs) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

y Vector boson fusion/scattering can be 
sensitive to both 

 

 

 

 

 

 

y Triple boson production can be sensitive to 
anomalous quartic gauge couplings (aQGC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anomalous couplings Æ deviations in cross section measurements and/or enhancements 
in high pT or invariant mass regions 

TGC vertex 
QGC vertex 

Introduction: Multiboson physics (II) 

04/28/2015 Karen Chen 4 

y Di-boson production is sensitive to 
anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGCs) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

y Vector boson fusion/scattering can be 
sensitive to both 

 

 

 

 

 

 

y Triple boson production can be sensitive to 
anomalous quartic gauge couplings (aQGC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anomalous couplings Æ deviations in cross section measurements and/or enhancements 
in high pT or invariant mass regions 

•  Diboson production  
•  Single boson EWK production 

•  not covered 
•  Triboson production  
•  Diboson EWK production 
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Experimental	  searches	  for	  aGCs	  
Anomalous coupling => cross-section increase at high energies 
 

Probed looking at: 
•  measured cross-section wrt expectations 
•  deviations in the spectrum of sensitive variables 

•  eg boson pT, diboson invariant mass, … 
•  different observables for different analyses 

 

Signal model: 
•  Expected distributions derived  
     for different parameter values (MC) 
•  Fit as a function of parameters  
     in each observable bin 

•  uncertainties included here 
=> 1D or 2D measurement  
by fitting parameters of interests 
 

Limiting factors: 
•  observed statistics in the tails 
•  stat+syst uncertainty on the signal model  

Eur. Phys. J. C (2012) 72:2173 Page 9 of 24

Fig. 4 Transverse momentum pZ
T of the Z boson in W±Z candidate

events. Data are shown together with expected background and signal
events, assuming the Standard Model. Expected events in the case of
anomalous TGC without form factor are also shown for illustration.
The last bin is shortened for display purposes

MC@NLO [11] is used to generate W±Z events with
non-SM TGC. The generator computes, for each event, a
set of weights that can be used to reweight the full sample
to any chosen set of anomalous couplings. This function-
ality is used to express the predicted signal yields in each
bin of pZ

T as a function of the anomalous couplings. Fig-
ure 4 shows the pZ

T distribution of the selected events to-
gether with the SM prediction. Also shown for illustration
are predictions with non-zero anomalous couplings with-
out form factor: each coupling is increased to the expected
99 % confidence-level upper limit while keeping the other
two couplings at the SM value. For this plot the 99 %, rather
than 95 %, confidence-level upper limits are used to accentu-
ate differences in shape. As expected, the largest deviations
from the SM are in the last bin of pZ

T , while the deviations
in the lower-pZ

T bins depend on which coupling is varied.
Frequentist confidence intervals are obtained on the

anomalous couplings by forming a profile likelihood test
incorporating the observed number of candidate events in
each pZ

T bin, the expected signal as a function of the anoma-
lous couplings and the estimated number of background
events [33]. The systematic uncertainties are included in
the likelihood function as nuisance parameters with corre-
lated Gaussian constraints. A point in the anomalous TGC
space is accepted (rejected) at the 95 % confidence level
if less (more) than 95 % of randomly generated pseudo-
experiments exhibit a value of the profile likelihood ratio
larger than that observed in data.

Table 6 summarizes the observed 95 % confidence inter-
vals on the anomalous couplings !gZ

1 , !κZ , and λZ , with
the cut-off scale Λ = 2 TeV and without the form factor.
The limits on each anomalous TGC parameter are obtained
with the other two anomalous TGC parameters set to zero.
The expected intervals in Table 6 are medians of the 95 %

Table 6 Expected and observed 95 % confidence intervals on the
anomalous couplings !gZ

1 , !κZ , and λZ . The expected intervals as-
sume the Standard Model values for the couplings

Observed
Λ = 2 TeV

Observed
no form factor

Expected
no form factor

!gZ
1 [−0.074,0.133] [−0.057,0.093] [−0.046,0.080]

!κZ [−0.42,0.69] [−0.37,0.57] [−0.33,0.47]
λZ [−0.064,0.066] [−0.046,0.047] [−0.041,0.040]

Fig. 5 95 % confidence intervals for anomalous TGCs from ATLAS
(this work), CDF [34], and D0 [35]. Integrated luminosity, centre-of–
mass energy and cut-off Λ for each experiment are shown

confidence-level upper and lower limits obtained in pseudo-
experiments that assume the SM coupling. The widths of the
expected and observed confidence intervals are dominated
by statistical uncertainty. Figure 5 compares the observed
limits with the Tevatron results [34, 35].

The 95 % confidence regions are shown as contours
on the (!gZ

1 ,!κZ), (!gZ
1 ,λZ), and (!κZ,λZ) planes in

Fig. 6. In each plot the remaining parameter is set to the SM
value. The limits were derived with no form factor.

6.3 Normalized fiducial cross-sections

The effective Lagrangian adopted in the TGC analysis in
Sect. 6.2 allows us to probe non-SM physics with lit-
tle model dependence. An alternative approach is to mea-
sure kinematic distributions, such as the pZ

T spectrum, that
could be compared with model-dependent theoretical pre-
dictions. For this purpose, it is necessary to convert the mea-
sured distributions to the underlying true distributions by
unfolding the effects of the experimental acceptance and
resolution. The iterative Bayesian unfolding proposed by
D’Agostini [36] is applied here. An implementation of this

Eur.Phys.J.C	  (2012)	  72:2173	  



A few parameterizations in usage: 
•  SM + additional terms up to a fixed energy scale Λ 
•  as much as possible model independent 
•  limit number of free parameters imposing symmetries 
 
 
Effective Lagrangian approach 
 

Charged couplings (WWγ and WWZ vertices) 
•  7 parameters each 
•  C+P conservation: 5 parameters 

•  Δκγ = (κγ-1), λγ, Δg1
Z = (g1

Z-1), ΔκZ = (kz-1), λZ 
•  C+P+ SU(2)xU(1) gauge invariant Lagrangian with dim6: 

•   Δκγ, λγ= λZ, Δg1
Z       (LEP)   

 

Neutral couplings: 
•  ZZV vertices: 

•  f4V : CP-violating, f5V : CP-conserving 
•  ZγV vertices: 

•  hi, i=3 and 4 => CP-conserving 
 

LOW ENERGY EFFECTS OF NEW INTERACTIONS IN THE. . .

Av~ and AK,z in a &amework which manifestly respects
the SU(2) xU(1) gauge invariance of the SM and which
uses a linear realization of the symmetry-breaking sector.
We found that contributions to observable quantities de-
pend at most logarithmically on the cutoff scale A and
present low energy bounds are rather weak, in particular
for small values of the Higgs boson mass. These mild
constraints on the new interactions are universal to all
models which possess SU(2) xU(l) gauge invariance and
a light Higgs boson originating from a single doublet field.
They do not depend on other details of the underlying
model.
In this paper we consider more general observable

effects at low energy, due to some new interactions
which involve the Higgs sector and the electroweak gauge
bosons. We assume that the weak vector bosons and the
photon are indeed the gauge bosons of an SU(2) x U(1)
local symmetry which is broken spontaneously because
some order parameter, which transforms as an SU(2)
doublet, acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV). In
order to allow for the possible existence of a light Higgs
boson (which might be a composite object as, e.g. , in
top-quark condensate models [18]) we choose a linear re-
alization of the symmetry-breaking sector in the form of
the conventional Higgs doublet field 4. The new inter-
actions lead to the opening of new thresholds at a high
energy scale A. At low energies their effects are described
by an effective Lagrangian which we approximate by con-
sidering operators up to dimension six only. The building
blocks of this effective Lagrangian are the Higgs doublet
field and the gauge fields [14, 19, 20], while any efFects on
the known quarks and leptons are assumed to be induced
by SM gauge boson exchange.
We present a complete analysis of four-fermion ampli-

tudes including all dimension-six operators in the gauge-
boson —Higgs-boson sector which are SU(2) xU(1) gauge
invariant and which are even under charge conjugation
and parity. Of these operators, four (to be called G~~,
OD~, OD~, and Oc, i) affect the neutral current (NC)
and charged current (CC) amplitudes at the tree level [21]
and another five induce effects at the one-loop level. Of
these five, three operators lead to anomalous triple vec-
tor boson couplings, as shown in Sec. II. We explicitly
calculate the quadratically and logarithmically divergent
contributions of the latter five operators to CC and NC
amplitudes and demonstrate that these divergent contri-
butions are equivalent to a renormalization of the four
operators Og~, ODg, Og)~) and 0@1 which contribute
at tree level, and of the SM parameters (which we take to
be n, the Z-boson mass mz, and the Fermi constant as
measured in p decay, G~). These one-loop calculations
are described in Sec. IV.
Because the leading one-loop contributions can be un-

derstood in terms of the tree level effects of 0~~, 0~~,
OD~, and 0@1, we have inserted in Sec. III a discus-
sion of the low energy efFects of these operators [21]. We
consider in this paper new physics in the gauge-boson
Higgs-boson sector that affects low energy experiments
only via a virtual gauge boson exchange. Hence only
oblique corrections to the SM appear and all results can
be described in the improved Born approximation [9]. In

Sec. III we review the results of a recent analysis of the
oblique correction parameters [22] which will be used in
Sec. V to derive bounds on the various operators. We
adopt the formalism of Ref. [22] since it allows for the
running of the oblique form factors between zero mo-
mentum transfer and the Z boson mass scale, as caused
by some of the dimension-six operators that we study.
The tree level bounds on Og~, 0~~, OD~, and 0@1

can be translated into constraints on the other five op-
erators (at the one-loop level) and hence on anomalous
triple boson vertices if we assume that there are no can-
cellations between the contributions of different opera-
tors. This is done in Sec. V. For the anomalous WWZ
and WTVp couplings A and LK one finds that deviations
as large as A = +0.5 or LK, = 0.5 are not excluded
by the present precision experiments. We also discuss
the Higgs boson mass and top-quark mass dependence of
these bounds. Because of the assumptions which need to
be made to establish any constraints, these bounds must
be considered as order of magnitude estimates only, and
they are about as stringent as constraints derived from
tree level unitarity considerations [23]. A final discussion
of our results is given in Sec. VI.
Some of the technical details are relegated to two Ap-

pendixes. Appendix A lists the dimension-six operators
which we consider and decomposes them into operators
with two, three, or four fields, which allows us to im-
mediately read ofF the Feynman rules for the various
non-standard-model vertices. We also show the SM La-
grangian in the same notation in order to fix all sign con-
ventions. In Appendix Bwe have collected the full formu-
las for the new physics contributions to the gauge boson
two-point functions and the Vff gauge boson fermion
vertex functions. IIi addition, results are given for mod-
els in which no light Higgs boson exists.

II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION
OF NE% PHYSICS IN THE BOSONIC SECTOR

oo (~)) ) fi ~(~+4) (2.1)

We are concerned with the low energy effects of
new strong interactions in the electroweak symmetry-
breaking sector. Denoting by A the characteristic scale of
the new physics, we are interested in the residual interac-
tions between the light degrees of freedom, i.e., the parti-
cles of mass M (( A. These are taken as the SU(2) xU(1)
gauge bosons and an SU(2) doublet field 4, which ac-
quires a vacuum expectation value v/v 2, and thus gives
rise to the three Goldstone bosons which are absorbed as
the longitudinal modes of the W and the Z. The fourth
real field contained in 4 is the Higgs boson, which may
be light compared to the scale A. We use this linear re-
alization of the Goldstone bosons in order to be able to
discuss Higgs mass effects and the decoupling of the new
physics for A )) e. Integrating out the heavy degrees
of freedom, the residual interactions between the gauge
bosons and the Higgs doublet field are described by an
effective Lagrangian

aTGC	  parameteriza$ons	  
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Coupling	   Parameters	   Channel	  

WWγ	   Δκγ,	  λγ	   WW,	  Wγ	  

WWZ	   Δg1Z,	  ΔκZ,	  λZ	   WW,	  WZ	  

ZγZ	   h3Z,	  h4Z	   Zγ	  

Zγγ	   h3γ,	  h4γ	   Zγ	  

ZZZ	   f4Z,	  f5Z	   ZZ	  

ZZγ	   f4γ,	  f5γ	   ZZ	  

Mostly	  used	  so	  far	  

Effective Field theory approach 
 
 
•  higher order operators, valid for sqrt(s) << ∧ 
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Figure 2: The Eg
T and ET/ distributions in data (points with error bars) compared with the SM

Zg ! nng signal and estimated contributions from backgrounds. A typical anomalous TGC
signal would provide an excess, as shown in the dot-dashed histogram. The background un-
certainty includes statistical and systematic components.

7 Limits on trilinear gauge couplings

We use the Eg
T spectrum to set limits on anomalous TGCs by means of the likelihood formalism.

The probability of observing the number of data events in a given range of Eg
T is estimated

using a Poisson distribution given by the expected signal and background predictions. Limits
on anomalous TGCs are calculated on the basis of a profile likelihood method as described
in Refs. [26]. In the fit to the observed spectra, systematic uncertainties are represented by
nuisance parameters with log-normal prior probability density functions. The changes in shape
of the observed spectra that result from varying the photon energy scale and the theoretical
differential cross section within their respective uncertainties are treated using a morphing
technique [27].

Limits at 95% CL are set on pairs of TGC parameters (hZ
3 , hZ

4 ) and (hg
3 , hg

4 ), as presented in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. Furthermore, one-dimensional 95% CL limits are obtained for a
given anomalous TGC while setting the other neutral TGCs to their SM values, i.e., to zero. A
summary of the 1D limits is shown in Table 3.

Coupling h3 Lower limit 10�3 h3 Upper Limit 10�3 h4 Lower limit 10�6 h4 Upper Limit 10�6

Zgg -1.12 0.95 -3.80 4.35
ZZg -1.50 1.64 -3.96 4.59

Table 3: One-dimensional limits on Zg anomalous trilinear gauge couplings from neutrino
channel.

8 Summary

In conclusion, we have presented a measurement of the Zg ! nng production cross section in
pp collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV in 19.6 fb�1 of CMS data. The measured Zg ! nng cross section

aTGC,	  an	  example:	  Zγ-‐>ννγ	  at	  8TeV	  	  
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•  aTCG signal generated with Sherpa 
•  Binned fit to ET(γ) spectrum 
•  No significant deviation in the high ET(γ) 

tail => limits on parameters 

  

NEW	  

8 8 Summary
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Figure 3: Two-dimensional 95% CL limits on ZZg couplings.

for photons with Eg
T > 145 GeV and |h| < 1.44 is 52.7 ± 2.1 (stat) ± 6.4 (syst) ± 1.4 (lumi) fb,

in agreement with the NNLO prediction of 50.0 + 2.4 � 2.2 fb. No evidence was found for
anomalous neutral trilinear gauge couplings in Zg production and 95% CL limits have been
placed on the hV

3 and hV
4 parameters of ZZg and Zgg couplings: (�1.50 < hZ

3 < 1.64)⇥ 10�3,
(�3.96 < hZ

4 < 4.59)⇥ 10�6, and (�1.12 < hg
3 < 0.95)⇥ 10�3, (�3.80 < hg

4 < 4.35)⇥ 10�6.
These results, yield the most stringent limits to date on neutral trilinear gauge coupling.
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional 95% CL limits on Zgg couplings.
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Charged: WWγ Charged: WWZ 

Neutral: γZZ, ZZZ Neutral: ZγZ, Zγγ 

No deviation from SM predictions observed 
Sensitivity close to LEP, better than Tevatron 
Results at 8TeV improves a lot sensitivity 

Channels with a lot of background  
(eg Z->2l2ν, Zγ->ννγ) very sensitive  
(larger BR, higher reach in kinematics) 
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LOW ENERGY EFFECTS OF NEW INTERACTIONS IN THE. . .

Av~ and AK,z in a &amework which manifestly respects
the SU(2) xU(1) gauge invariance of the SM and which
uses a linear realization of the symmetry-breaking sector.
We found that contributions to observable quantities de-
pend at most logarithmically on the cutoff scale A and
present low energy bounds are rather weak, in particular
for small values of the Higgs boson mass. These mild
constraints on the new interactions are universal to all
models which possess SU(2) xU(l) gauge invariance and
a light Higgs boson originating from a single doublet field.
They do not depend on other details of the underlying
model.
In this paper we consider more general observable

effects at low energy, due to some new interactions
which involve the Higgs sector and the electroweak gauge
bosons. We assume that the weak vector bosons and the
photon are indeed the gauge bosons of an SU(2) x U(1)
local symmetry which is broken spontaneously because
some order parameter, which transforms as an SU(2)
doublet, acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV). In
order to allow for the possible existence of a light Higgs
boson (which might be a composite object as, e.g. , in
top-quark condensate models [18]) we choose a linear re-
alization of the symmetry-breaking sector in the form of
the conventional Higgs doublet field 4. The new inter-
actions lead to the opening of new thresholds at a high
energy scale A. At low energies their effects are described
by an effective Lagrangian which we approximate by con-
sidering operators up to dimension six only. The building
blocks of this effective Lagrangian are the Higgs doublet
field and the gauge fields [14, 19, 20], while any efFects on
the known quarks and leptons are assumed to be induced
by SM gauge boson exchange.
We present a complete analysis of four-fermion ampli-

tudes including all dimension-six operators in the gauge-
boson —Higgs-boson sector which are SU(2) xU(1) gauge
invariant and which are even under charge conjugation
and parity. Of these operators, four (to be called G~~,
OD~, OD~, and Oc, i) affect the neutral current (NC)
and charged current (CC) amplitudes at the tree level [21]
and another five induce effects at the one-loop level. Of
these five, three operators lead to anomalous triple vec-
tor boson couplings, as shown in Sec. II. We explicitly
calculate the quadratically and logarithmically divergent
contributions of the latter five operators to CC and NC
amplitudes and demonstrate that these divergent contri-
butions are equivalent to a renormalization of the four
operators Og~, ODg, Og)~) and 0@1 which contribute
at tree level, and of the SM parameters (which we take to
be n, the Z-boson mass mz, and the Fermi constant as
measured in p decay, G~). These one-loop calculations
are described in Sec. IV.
Because the leading one-loop contributions can be un-

derstood in terms of the tree level effects of 0~~, 0~~,
OD~, and 0@1, we have inserted in Sec. III a discus-
sion of the low energy efFects of these operators [21]. We
consider in this paper new physics in the gauge-boson
Higgs-boson sector that affects low energy experiments
only via a virtual gauge boson exchange. Hence only
oblique corrections to the SM appear and all results can
be described in the improved Born approximation [9]. In

Sec. III we review the results of a recent analysis of the
oblique correction parameters [22] which will be used in
Sec. V to derive bounds on the various operators. We
adopt the formalism of Ref. [22] since it allows for the
running of the oblique form factors between zero mo-
mentum transfer and the Z boson mass scale, as caused
by some of the dimension-six operators that we study.
The tree level bounds on Og~, 0~~, OD~, and 0@1

can be translated into constraints on the other five op-
erators (at the one-loop level) and hence on anomalous
triple boson vertices if we assume that there are no can-
cellations between the contributions of different opera-
tors. This is done in Sec. V. For the anomalous WWZ
and WTVp couplings A and LK one finds that deviations
as large as A = +0.5 or LK, = 0.5 are not excluded
by the present precision experiments. We also discuss
the Higgs boson mass and top-quark mass dependence of
these bounds. Because of the assumptions which need to
be made to establish any constraints, these bounds must
be considered as order of magnitude estimates only, and
they are about as stringent as constraints derived from
tree level unitarity considerations [23]. A final discussion
of our results is given in Sec. VI.
Some of the technical details are relegated to two Ap-

pendixes. Appendix A lists the dimension-six operators
which we consider and decomposes them into operators
with two, three, or four fields, which allows us to im-
mediately read ofF the Feynman rules for the various
non-standard-model vertices. We also show the SM La-
grangian in the same notation in order to fix all sign con-
ventions. In Appendix Bwe have collected the full formu-
las for the new physics contributions to the gauge boson
two-point functions and the Vff gauge boson fermion
vertex functions. IIi addition, results are given for mod-
els in which no light Higgs boson exists.

II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION
OF NE% PHYSICS IN THE BOSONIC SECTOR

oo (~)) ) fi ~(~+4) (2.1)

We are concerned with the low energy effects of
new strong interactions in the electroweak symmetry-
breaking sector. Denoting by A the characteristic scale of
the new physics, we are interested in the residual interac-
tions between the light degrees of freedom, i.e., the parti-
cles of mass M (( A. These are taken as the SU(2) xU(1)
gauge bosons and an SU(2) doublet field 4, which ac-
quires a vacuum expectation value v/v 2, and thus gives
rise to the three Goldstone bosons which are absorbed as
the longitudinal modes of the W and the Z. The fourth
real field contained in 4 is the Higgs boson, which may
be light compared to the scale A. We use this linear re-
alization of the Goldstone bosons in order to be able to
discuss Higgs mass effects and the decoupling of the new
physics for A )) e. Integrating out the heavy degrees
of freedom, the residual interactions between the gauge
bosons and the Higgs doublet field are described by an
effective Lagrangian

Higher order operators respecting symmetries  
Assumption: CP conservation 

 

Non linear 
•  Spontaneous symmetry breaking without Higgs scalar 
•  Non-decoupling: valid below ~3TeV scale 
•  dim6 operators 
•  Used by LEP and currently to compare with previous results 

Linear: 
•  Spontaneous symmetry breaking with Higgs 
•  Decoupling: arbitrary scale of new physics 
•  Lowest independent aQGC operators: dim8 

•  Not affecting aTGCs  

Non linear operators: a0
W/Λ2, ac

W/Λ2, k0
W/Λ2, kc

W/Λ2… 
Linear operators: fT,0/Λ4, fM,0/Λ4, fM,1/Λ4… 

Eur.Phys.J.C13:283-‐293,2000	  

Phys.Rev.D74:073005,2006	  

Mostly	  used	  now	  

Two formalisms used for quartic couplings:  
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y Final state (WÆ)lν γγ 
y Selection: 

y Lepton/photon pT > 20 GeV 
y ET

miss > 25 GeV 
y mT > 40 GeV 
y Restrictions on eγγ system to reduce 

electron mis-id. (mainly from Zγ) 

y Backgrounds: 
y Data driven estimates for photon 

fakes (Wγj+Wjj) and lepton fakes 
(γγ+jets) 

 

Fiducial Cross section 

Inclusive 
(Njet ≥ 0) 

Measured 
6.1 +1.1

-1.0(stat) ± 1.2 (syst) 
± 0.2(lumi.)  fb 

Significance >3σ 
MCFM 2.90 ± 0.16 fb 

Exclusive 
(Njet = 0) 

Measured 2.9 +0.8
-0.7(stat) +1.0

-0.9(syst) 
± 0.1(lumi.) fb 

MCFM 1.88 ± 0.20 fb 
Exclusive cross section measurement with 

m(γγ) > 300 GeV used to extract aQGC limits 
with different exponents in form factor 

First evidence of triboson Wγγ 

arXiv:1503.03243 

Triboson:	  Wγγ	  
Final state: W(->lν)γγ  
Inclusive and #jets=0 analysis 
 
Selection:  
•  lepton/photon pT>20GeV 
•  ET

miss>25GeV   
•  mT

W>40GeV 
Backgrounds: 
•  fake photon (Wγj+Wjj)  and  
    fake lepton (γγ+jets) 

•  dominating systematic uncertainty 

σ (fiducial) [fb] MCFM [fb] 

Njets>=0 6.1+1.1 
–1.0(stat) ± 1.2(syst) ± 0.2(lumi) 2.90 ± 0.16 

Njets=0 2.9+0.8 
–0.7(stat) +1.0 

-0.9(syst) ± 0.1(lumi) 1.88 ± 0.20 

Total significance: 3.7σ (inclusive), 2.1σ (exclusive)  
Cross-section larger than MCFM NLO predictions 

22	  

First evidence of Wγγ 

Phys.Rev.Le9.115,	  031802	  (2015)	  



Triboson:	  WVγ-‐>lνjjγ	  
W -> lν 
V ( = W or Z) -> jj 
Signature: lepton + photon + ET

miss + jets 
 
Selection:  
•  pT(γ)>30GeV 
•  pT(l)>30/25 GeV 
•  ET

miss>35GeV, mT
W>30GeV 

•  70<mjj<120GeV  
•  pT(jets)>30GeV, btag veto 

  

Backgrounds: 
•  Wγ+jets (dominant) 
•  Top, Zγ+jets, jet->γ misidentification 

Upper limit at 95%CL on WVγ cross-section 
(photon pT>30GeV and |η|<1.44) = 311fb  
•  ~3.4 larger than NLO SM predictions (91.6 ± 21.7fb) 23	  

The azimuthal separation between the highest pT jet and
the ET direction is required to be larger than 0.4 radians.
This criterion reduces the QCD multijet background where
the ET can arise from a mismeasurement of the leading jet
energy. To reduce the background from Wγ þ jets events,
requirements on the dijet invariant mass 70 < mjj <
100 GeV, and on the separation between the jets of
jΔηjjj < 1.4, are imposed. In order to reject top-quark
backgrounds, the two jets are also required to fail a b quark
jet tagging requirement. The combined secondary vertex
algorithm [51] is used, with a discriminator based on the
displaced vertex expected from b hadron decays. This
algorithm selects b hadrons with about 70% efficiency,
and has a 1% misidentification probability. The anti-b tag
requirement suppresses approximately 7% of the WWγ and
10%of theWZγ signal via theW → cs̄,Z → bb̄ andZ → cc̄
decays. These effects are taken into account in the analysis.
Muon candidates are reconstructed by combining infor-

mation from the silicon tracker and from the muon detector
by means of a global track fit. The muon candidates are
required to pass the standard CMS muon identification and
the track quality criteria [52]. The isolation variables used in
the muon selection are based on the PF algorithm and are
corrected for the contribution from pileup. The muon
candidates have a selection efficiency of approximately 96%.
Electrons are reconstructed from clusters [27,53–55] of

ECAL energy deposits matched to tracks in the silicon
tracker within the ECAL fiducial volume, with the exclu-
sion of the transition region between the barrel and the end
caps previously defined. The electron candidates are
required to be consistent with a particle originating from
the primary vertex in the event. The isolation variables used
in the electron selection are based on the PF algorithm and
are corrected for the contribution from pileup. The electron
selection efficiency is approximately 80%. To suppress the

Z → eþe− background in the electron channel, where one
electron is misidentified as a photon, a Z boson mass veto of
jMZ −meγj > 10 GeV is applied. The impact on the signal
efficiency from applying such a suppression is negligible.
Photon candidates are reconstructed from clusters of

cells with significant energy deposition in the ECAL. The
candidates are required to be within the ECAL barrel
fiducial region (jηj < 1.44). The observables used in the
photon selection are isolation variables based on the PF
algorithm and they are corrected for the contribution due to
pileup, the ratio of hadronic energy in the HCAL that is

TABLE II. Expected number of events for each process. The
predicted number of events for the Wγ þ jets and WV þ jet
processes, where the jet is reconstructed as a photon, are derived
from data. The “Total prediction” item represents the sum of all
the individual contributions.

Process
Muon channel

number of events
Electron channel
number of events

SM WWγ 6.6" 1.5 5.0" 1.1
SM WZγ 0.6" 0.1 0.5" 0.1

Wγ þ jets 136.9" 10.5 101.6" 8.5
WV þ jets, jet → γ 33.1" 4.8 21.3" 3.3
MC tt̄γ 12.5" 3.0 9.1" 2.2
MC single top quark 2.8" 0.8 1.7" 0.6
MC Zγ þ jets 1.7" 0.1 1.5" 0.1
Multijets # # # 7.2" 5.1

Total prediction 194.2" 11.5 147.9" 10.7
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FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison of predicted and observed
photon ET distributions in the (left) muon and (right) electron
channels. The rightmost bin includes the integral of events above
450 GeV for each process. The solid black line depicts a
representative signal distribution with anomalous coupling
parameter aW0 =Λ

2 ¼ 50 TeV−2.

S. CHATRCHYAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 90, 032008 (2014)

032008-4
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(ATLAS) Wγγ  
•  sensitive to WWγγ 
•  exclusive xsec with mγγ>300 GeV used 
•  form factor computed with VBFNLO 

(CMS) WVγ   
•  sensitive to WWγγ and WWZγ 
•  photon ET distribution used 
•  no form factor 

•  Stringent aQGC limits set 
•  LEP / Tevatron results improved 
•  Wγγ quite sensitive to T0 operator 
•  VWγ (and γγ->WW) more sensitive 
     to other operators 
 

No form factor [needed to avoid  
unitarity violation] applied here 

Phys.Rev.Le9.115,	  031802	  (2015)	  
supporSng	  public	  material	  
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Selection: 
pT(l)>20 GeV, |η|<2.4 
70 < Mll<110 GeV 
pT(γ)>20 GeV, |η|<1.44 
pT (jets)>30 GeV, |η|<4.7 
Mjj>400 GeV 
|Δηjj|>2.5         
|ΔφZγ,jj|>2.0    (x-sec)  
 

Main backgrounds: 
QCD Zγ+2jets 
Z+jets with fake γ 

Fiducial σEWK [fb] 8TeV Madgraph LO [fb] Evidence 

1.86+0.89
-0.75(stat) +0.41

-0.27(syst) ± 0.05(lumi) 1.26 ± 0.11(scale) ± 0.05(PDF)  3.0σ 

CMS	  PAS	  SMP	  14-‐018	  

NEW	  

Bremsstrahlung	   VBS	  with	  QGC	  
	  

Mul$peripheral	   VBF	  with	  TGC	  
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Figure 2: The Mjj distributions measured in (a) muon and (b) electron channels. The data (solid
symbols with error bars representing the statistical uncertainties) are compared to background
estimate based on data as described in the text convoluted with MC predictions for the signal
contribution. The shadowed bands represent the full uncertainty on predictions as described
in Section. 6. The last bin is overflow bin that contains the events above 1200 GeV.

mated by dividing the misidentified photon region into two regions based on isolation vari-124

ables bounds in standard photon selection criteria and calculate the difference of the misiden-125

tified photon rate in each subregion. These uncertainties are found to be 13.3%, 21.2%, 48.6%126

for pg
T regions 20-30 GeV, 30-50 GeV and above 50 GeV respectively. The shape uncertainty is127

estimated by using the fake photon templates from MC Drell-Yan sample instead of those mea-128

sured in data. These uncertainties are respectively 7.7%, 5.1%, 4.6% for the same pg
T bins. Thus129

the final total uncertainties of the misidentified photon background estimation are 15.3%, 21.8%130

and 48.8%.131

The systematic uncertainty in the estimation of trigger efficiency is found to be 1.2% and 1.7%132

for Z!µ+µ� channel and Z!e+e� respectively and the systematic uncertainty in the efficien-133

cies of lepton reconstruction and identification for both channels is found to be 1.9% and 1.0%134

respectively [28], using the tag-and-probe technique [16]. The systematic uncertainty of jet135

energy scale and resolution is estimated by varying up and down the jet energy scale and res-136

olution by 1s and computing the effect on the acceptance, and the value is 14.1% for Mjj > 400137

GeV [29]. The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 2.6% [30].138

The PDF uncertainty for signal is estimated with CT10 [31] following the asymmetric Hessian139

method illustrated in Ref. [32, 33], with the values 4.2% and 2.4% in two Mjj bins. The scale140

uncertainty is evaluated by varying renormalization and factorization scales independently by141

a factor of 2, with the values 9% and 12% in two Mjj bins. Moreover, the interference effect be-142

tween QCD and EWK Zg+two jets processes, which is defined as s(QCD + EWK)� s(QCD)�143

s(EWK)]/s(EWK), is considered and it is included in the relevant uncertainty, with the val-144

ues 17.5% and 10.9% in two Mjj bins. These three kinds of theoretical uncertainties are only145

considered for signal process. Moreover, the theoretical uncertainty from the top background146

is 20% [3].147

All the systematic uncertainties metioned will be applied in the significance measurement and148

aQGC search, and propagated to the uncertainty of the measured fiducial cross section, with149

Good agreement with theory 

combined measurement,  
single processes can not  
be isolated 
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Selection: 
pT(l)>20 GeV, |η|<2.4 
70 < Mll<110 GeV 
pT(γ)>60 GeV, |η|<1.44  (aQGC) 
pT (jets)>30 GeV, |η|<4.7 
Mjj>400 GeV 
|Δηjj|>2.5         
 

Main backgrounds: 
QCD Zγ+2jets 
Z+jets with fake γ 

CMS	  PAS	  SMP	  14-‐018	  

NEW	  

M(Zγ) used to extract aQGC limits 
 
No form-factor applied 
 
Competitive limits set on 
fM0, fM1, fM2, fM3, fT0, fT1, fT2 
First limits set on the neutral 
couplings fT8 and fT9 
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and the 95% CL limit on a one dimensional aQGC parameter corresponds a value of 3.84. We
obtain the exclusion limits on all parameters as shown in Table 1.

Observed Limits Expected Limits
-71 (TeV�4) < fM0/L4 < 75 (TeV�4) -109 (TeV�4) < fM0/L4 < 111 (TeV�4)

-190 (TeV�4) < fM1/L4 < 182 (TeV�4) -281 (TeV�4) < fM1/L4 < 280 (TeV�4)
-32 (TeV�4) < fM2/L4 < 31 (TeV�4) -47 (TeV�4) < fM2/L4 < 47 (TeV�4)
-58 (TeV�4) < fM3/L4 < 59 (TeV�4) -87 (TeV�4) < fM3/L4 < 87 (TeV�4)
-3.8 (TeV�4) < fT0/L4 < 3.4 (TeV�4) -5.1 (TeV�4) < fT0/L4 < 5.1 (TeV�4)
-4.4 (TeV�4) < fT1/L4 < 4.4 (TeV�4) -6.5 (TeV�4) < fT1/L4 < 6.5 (TeV�4)
-9.9 (TeV�4) < fT2/L4 < 9.0 (TeV�4) -14.0 (TeV�4) < fT2/L4 < 14.5 (TeV�4)
-1.8 (TeV�4) < fT8/L4 < 1.8 (TeV�4) -2.7 (TeV�4) < fT8/L4 < 2.7 (TeV�4)
-4.0 (TeV�4) < fT9/L4 < 4.0 (TeV�4) -6.0 (TeV�4) < fT9/L4 < 6.0 (TeV�4)

Table 1: Parameterized by Zg mass, 95% CL shape-based exclusion limits listed for combined
channels of each aQGC parameter, no form factor is applied.

The nature of high dimensional operators leads to unitarity violation for non-zero values of
aQGCs. An effective theory is therefore only valid at low energies. To check that the energy
scale probed in this analysis is below the new physics scale, the VBFNLO is used to calculate
the unitarity bounds correspondent to observed upper limits [38, 39]. In general the limits on
the aQGC parameters are set in the range where unitary violating effects would be produced at
the energy scales of the LHC except in the case of the fT9 parameter which is unitary conserving
to a high energy scale.

A comparison of several existing limits on the AQGC parameters are shown in Fig. 5. Existing
competitive limits include the result from WVg production [3], same sign WW production [5],
exclusive gg !WW production at the CMS experiment [40, 41] and the Wgg production at

the ATLAS experiment [42]. The limit for dimension 6
aW

0
L2 and

aW
C

L2 in these references are

transformed to dimension 8 using Eq.(2) in Ref.[3], with the constrain of
fM0

L4 = 2 ⇥ fM2

L4 and
fM1

L4 = 2 ⇥ fM3

L4 . All of the AQGC limits shown are calculated without a form factor.

10 Summary

Evidence for electroweak associated production of a Z boson, a photon and two jets, where
the Z boson decays into electron or muon pairs, is presented. The measurement is based on a
sample of proton-proton collisions collected by the CMS detector at pp center-of-mass energy of
8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb�1. The fiducial cross section of EWK
Zg+two jets is measured to be 1.86+0.89

�0.75(stat.)+0.41
�0.27(syst.) ± 0.05(lumi.) fb, which is consistent

with the theoretical prediction. The fiducial volume cross section of EWK+QCD Zg+two jets is
1.00 ± 0.43(stat.)± 0.26(syst.)± 0.03(lumi.) fb which is also consistent with the leading order
theoretical prediction.

In terms of the aQGC research, based on dimention 8 operators, the limits on the parameters
fM0�3/L4 and fT0,1,2,8,9/L4 of aQGC have been set at 95% confidence level. The result are pre-
sented in Table 1. The neutral parameters fT8,9 are measured for the first time.
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First VBF analysis at LHC: sensitive to WWWW vertex 
 

Selection: 
Same sign dileptons 
pT(l)>25 (20)GeV 
Two high pT jets (30GeV) 
Mll>20 (50) GeV 
|Mll-Mz|>10 (15)GeV 
[third lepton veto] 
[ET

miss >40GeV] 
Mjj>500 GeV 
|Δηjj|>2.4 (2.5) 
 

Main backgrounds: 
Non prompt, WZ 
 

Measured σ [fb] 8TeV Predicted [fb] Significance 

ATLAS 1.3 ± 0.4(stat) ± 0.2(syst) 0.95 ± 0.06 3.6σ 

CMS 4.0+2.4-2.0(stat) +1.1-1.0(syst) 5.8 ± 1.2 2.0σ 

The measurement of Vector boson scattering processes 
•  Vector boson scattering (VBS) is one of the process to 

study QGCs. 
•  Diboson + two forward jets in event topology    

•  The scattering of longitudinally polarized vector bosons 
•  violates unitarity at ~1TeV without higgs  

•  Important to check  
•  whether Higgs boson unitarizes it fully or only partially 

•  The first VBS analysis :Same sign WW  
•  Sensitive to WWWW vertex  
•  Final state: W+W+jj or W-W-jj 
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QCD W±W±jj   
O(α4

EWα2
QCD)  

0.1% and 0.3% for electrons, while it is negligible
for muons.
After the full selection, about 15% of the background is

due to theWZ → 3lν process and about 75% to nonprompt
leptons. Backgrounds from opposite-sign lepton pairs
misreconstructed as same-sign (“wrong-sign background”),
WW production via double parton scattering (DPS), and
triboson production (VVV), which includes top-pair plus
boson processes, contribute less than 10%.
The expected signal and background yields are shown in

Table I for positive and negative pairs separately and for
their sum. The signal corresponds to W!W! production,
including EW and QCD contributions, and their interfer-
ence, which amounts to approximately 10%. The EW
processes constitute 85%–90% of the total signal contri-
bution. The mjj and leading-lepton pT distributions for the
signal and background processes are shown in Fig. 2. In
order to quantify the significance of the observation of the
production via VBS, a statistical analysis of the event yields
is performed in eight bins: four bins in mjj with two bins in
the lepton charge.
The signal efficiencies are estimated using simulated

samples. In the statistical analysis, shape and normalization
uncertainties are considered. The shape uncertainties are
estimated by remaking the distribution of a given observ-
able after considering the systematic variations for each
source of uncertainty. The lepton trigger, reconstruction,
and selection efficiencies are measured using Z=γ" →
lþl− events that provide an unbiased sample with high
purity. The estimated uncertainty is 2% per lepton. The
uncertainties due to the momentum scale for electrons and
muons are also taken into account and contribute 2%. The
jet energy scale and resolution uncertainties give rise to an
uncertainty in the yields of about 5%. The uncertainty in the
event selection efficiency for events with neutrinos yielding
genuine Emiss

T in the final state is assessed and leads to an
uncertainty of 2%. The uncertainty in the estimated event
yields, which is related to the top-quark veto, is evaluated
by using a Z=γ" → lþl− sample with at least two
reconstructed jets and is found to be about 2%. The
statistical uncertainty in the yield of each bin and for each
process is also taken into account. The uncertainty of 2.6%
in the integrated luminosity [31] is considered for all
simulated processes. The normalization of the processes
with misidentified leptons has a 36% systematic uncer-
tainty [26], which has two sources: the dependence on the

sample composition and the method used to estimate it. The
WZ normalization uncertainty is 35%, dominated by the
small number of events in the trilepton control region.
Theoretical uncertainties are estimated by varying the

TABLE I. Signal and background yields after the full selection. Only statistical uncertainties are reported. The signal, W!W!jj,
includes EW and QCD processes and their interference.

Nonprompt WZ VVV Wrong sign WW DPS Total bkg. W!W!jj Data

WþWþ 2.1! 0.6 0.6! 0.1 0.2! 0.1 0.1! 0.1 0.1! 0.1 3.1! 0.6 7.1! 0.1 10
W−W− 2.1! 0.5 0.4! 0.1 0.1! 0.1 $ $ $ $ $ $ 2.6! 0.5 1.8! 0.1 2
W!W! 4.2! 0.8 1.0! 0.1 0.3! 0.1 0.1! 0.1 0.1! 0.1 5.7! 0.8 8.9! 0.1 12
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FIG. 2 (color online). The distributions ofmjj (top) and leading
lepton pT , p

l;max
T , in the signal region (bottom). The hatched bars

include statistical and systematic uncertainties. The WþWþ and
W−W− candidates are combined in these distributions. The
signal, W!W!jj, includes EW and QCD processes and their
interference. The histograms for other backgrounds include the
contributions from wrong-sign events, DPS, and VVV processes.
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hypothesis is 4.5 standard deviations in the inclusive region
and 3.6 standard deviations in the VBS region. The
expected significance for a SM W!W!jj signal is 3.4
standard deviations in the inclusive region and 2.8 in the
VBS region.
Figure 1 shows the expected and observed mjj distri-

bution after all inclusive region selection criteria are
applied, except mjj > 500 GeV. Figure 2 shows the
jΔyjjj distribution after the inclusive region selections.
All three dilepton channels are summed in both figures. The
observed excess is consistent with the expected event
topology for W!W!jj production.

We interpret the excess over background as W!W!jj
production, and the fiducial cross sections in the two
regions (σfid) are measured by combining the three decay
channels in a likelihood function. Systematic uncertainties
are taken into account with nuisance parameters.
The signal efficiency in each fiducial region is defined

as the number of expected signal events after selections
divided by the number of events passing the respective
fiducial region selections at the particle level. The effi-
ciency accounts for the detector reconstruction, migration
into and out of the fiducial volume, identification, and
trigger efficiency; it is 56%, 72%, 77% for the inclusive
region and 57%, 73%, 83% for the VBS region in the e!e!,
e!μ!, and μ!μ! channels, respectively. The efficiency also
accounts for the contribution of leptonic τ decays, which
are not included in the fiducial cross-section definition:
10% of signal candidates are expected to originate from
leptonic τ decays. The uncertainty on the signal efficiency
is dominated by the jet reconstruction uncertainty of 6%.
The measured fiducial cross section for strong and

electroweak W!W!jj production in the inclusive region
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FIG. 1 (color online). The mjj distribution for events passing
the inclusive region selections except for the mjj selection
indicated by the dashed line. The black hatched band in the
upper plot represents the systematic uncertainty on the total
prediction. On the lower plot the shaded band represents the
fractional uncertainty of the total background while the solid line
and hatched band represents the ratio of the total prediction to
background only and its uncertainty. The W!W!jj prediction is
normalized to the SM expectation.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The jΔyjjj distribution for events passing
all inclusive region selections. The jΔyjjj selection is indicated
by a dashed line. The W!W!jj prediction is normalized to the
SM expectation.

TABLE II. Estimated background yields, observed number of data events, and predicted signal yields for the three channels are shown
with their systematic uncertainty. Contributions due to interference are included in the W!W!jj electroweak prediction.

Inclusive region VBS region
e!e! e!μ! μ!μ! e!e! e!μ! μ!μ!

Prompt 3.0! 0.7 6.1! 1.3 2.6! 0.6 2.2! 0.5 4.2! 1.0 1.9! 0.5
Conversions 3.2! 0.7 2.4! 0.8 " " " 2.1! 0.5 1.9! 0.7 " " "
Other nonprompt 0.61! 0.30 1.9! 0.8 0.41! 0.22 0.50! 0.26 1.5! 0.6 0.34! 0.19
W!W!jj Strong 0.89! 0.15 2.5! 0.4 1.42! 0.23 0.25! 0.06 0.71! 0.14 0.38! 0.08
W!W!jj Electroweak 3.07! 0.30 9.0! 0.8 4.9! 0.5 2.55! 0.25 7.3! 0.6 4.0! 0.4

Total background 6.8! 1.2 10.3! 2.0 3.0! 0.6 5.0! 0.9 8.3! 1.6 2.6! 0.5
Total predicted 10.7! 1.4 21.7! 2.6 9.3! 1.0 7.6! 1.0 15.6! 2.0 6.6! 0.8
Data 12 26 12 6 18 10
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Electroweak	  W±W±jj:	  aQGCs	  
Measurement of QGCs:  
ATLAS: measured fiducial xsec in VBS region 
CMS: deviations in mll spectrum 
 
ATLAS: aQGC generated with whizard 
•  k-matrix unitarization 
CMS: Madgraph  
•  no form factors 
 
First WWWW limits set! 

renormalization and factorization scales up and down by a
factor of two from their nominal value in the event, and
found to be 5% for the signal normalization and 50% for the
triboson background normalization. A PDF uncertainty of
6%–8% in the normalization of the signal and WZ
processes is included. The systematic uncertainties of the
background normalizations are taken into account using
log-normal distributions.
The cross section is extracted for a fiducial signal region.

The fiducial region is defined by requiring two same-sign
leptons with pT

l > 10 GeV and jηlj < 2.5, two jets with
pT

j > 20 GeV and jηjj < 5.0, mjj > 300 GeV, and
jΔηjjj > 2.5 and is less stringent than the event selection
for our signal region. The measured cross section is
corrected for the acceptance in this region using the
MADGRAPH MC generator, which is also used to estimate
the theoretical cross section. The acceptance ratio between
the selected signal region and the fiducial region is 36%
considering generator-level jet and lepton properties only.
The overall acceptance times efficiency is 7.9%.
The MADGRAPH prediction of the same-sign W-boson

pair cross section is corrected by a next-to-leading
order to leading-order cross section ratio estimated using
VBFNLO [32–34]. The fiducial cross section is found to be
σfidðW"W"jjÞ ¼ 4.0þ2.4

−2.0ðstatÞþ1.1
−1.0ðsystÞ fb with an expect-

ation of 5.8" 1.2 fb.
In addition to the dilepton same-sign signal region, a

WZ → 3lν control region is studied by requiring an
additional lepton with pT larger than 10 GeV. This control
region allows the measurement of a fiducial cross section of
the WZjj process and is σfidðWZjjÞ ¼ 10.8" 4.0ðstatÞ "
1.3ðsystÞ fb with an expectation of 14.4" 4.0 fb. The
fiducial region is defined in the same way as for the
WW analysis, but requiring one more lepton with pT

l >
10 GeV and jηlj < 2.5. The acceptance ratio between the
selected signal region and the fiducial region is 20%
considering generator-level jet and lepton properties only.
The overall acceptance times efficiency is 3.6%.
To compute the limits and significances, the CLs [35–37]

construction is used. The observed (expected) significance
for the W"W"jj process is 2.0σ (3.1σ). Considering the
QCD component of the W"W"jj events as background
and the EW component together with the EW-QCD
interference as signal, the observed (expected) signal
significance reduces to 1.9σ (2.9σ).
Various extensions to the SM alter the couplings between

vector bosons. Reference [10] proposes nine independent
C- and P-conserving dimension-eight effective operators to
modify the quartic couplings between the weak gauge
bosons. The variable mll is more sensitive to AQGCs than
pl;max
T , mlljj, and mjj. Figure 3 (top) shows the expected

mll distribution for three values of FT;0=Λ4; Λ is the scale
of new physics and FT;0 is the coefficient of one of the nine
effective operators. The observed and expected upper and
lower limits at 95% confidence level (C.L.). on the nine

coefficients are shown in Table II, where all the results are
obtained by varying the effective operators one by one. The
effect of possible AQGCs on the WZ process in the signal
region is negligible. Some operators for anomalous quartic
gauge boson couplings may lead to tree-level unitarity
violation. We also report the values of the operator
coefficient for which unitarity is restored at the scale of
8 TeV, the unitarity limit. In addition to the limits on
individual operator coefficients, the expected and observed
two-dimensional 95% C.L. on FS;0=Λ4 and FS;1=Λ4 are
presented in Fig. 3 (bottom): a linear combination of those
operators leads to a scaling of the SM cross section.
Doubly charged Higgs bosons are predicted in models

that contain a Higgs triplet field. Some of these scenarios
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FIG. 3 (color online). The mll distributions (top) after full
selection with all SM backgrounds and FT;0=Λ4 ¼ −5.0, 0 (SM),
and 5.0 TeV−4; the last bin includes overflow events. Ob-
served and expected two-dimensional 95% C.L. (bottom) for
FS0=Λ4 and FS1=Λ4.
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renormalization and factorization scales up and down by a
factor of two from their nominal value in the event, and
found to be 5% for the signal normalization and 50% for the
triboson background normalization. A PDF uncertainty of
6%–8% in the normalization of the signal and WZ
processes is included. The systematic uncertainties of the
background normalizations are taken into account using
log-normal distributions.
The cross section is extracted for a fiducial signal region.

The fiducial region is defined by requiring two same-sign
leptons with pT

l > 10 GeV and jηlj < 2.5, two jets with
pT

j > 20 GeV and jηjj < 5.0, mjj > 300 GeV, and
jΔηjjj > 2.5 and is less stringent than the event selection
for our signal region. The measured cross section is
corrected for the acceptance in this region using the
MADGRAPH MC generator, which is also used to estimate
the theoretical cross section. The acceptance ratio between
the selected signal region and the fiducial region is 36%
considering generator-level jet and lepton properties only.
The overall acceptance times efficiency is 7.9%.
The MADGRAPH prediction of the same-sign W-boson

pair cross section is corrected by a next-to-leading
order to leading-order cross section ratio estimated using
VBFNLO [32–34]. The fiducial cross section is found to be
σfidðW"W"jjÞ ¼ 4.0þ2.4

−2.0ðstatÞþ1.1
−1.0ðsystÞ fb with an expect-

ation of 5.8" 1.2 fb.
In addition to the dilepton same-sign signal region, a

WZ → 3lν control region is studied by requiring an
additional lepton with pT larger than 10 GeV. This control
region allows the measurement of a fiducial cross section of
the WZjj process and is σfidðWZjjÞ ¼ 10.8" 4.0ðstatÞ "
1.3ðsystÞ fb with an expectation of 14.4" 4.0 fb. The
fiducial region is defined in the same way as for the
WW analysis, but requiring one more lepton with pT

l >
10 GeV and jηlj < 2.5. The acceptance ratio between the
selected signal region and the fiducial region is 20%
considering generator-level jet and lepton properties only.
The overall acceptance times efficiency is 3.6%.
To compute the limits and significances, the CLs [35–37]

construction is used. The observed (expected) significance
for the W"W"jj process is 2.0σ (3.1σ). Considering the
QCD component of the W"W"jj events as background
and the EW component together with the EW-QCD
interference as signal, the observed (expected) signal
significance reduces to 1.9σ (2.9σ).
Various extensions to the SM alter the couplings between

vector bosons. Reference [10] proposes nine independent
C- and P-conserving dimension-eight effective operators to
modify the quartic couplings between the weak gauge
bosons. The variable mll is more sensitive to AQGCs than
pl;max
T , mlljj, and mjj. Figure 3 (top) shows the expected

mll distribution for three values of FT;0=Λ4; Λ is the scale
of new physics and FT;0 is the coefficient of one of the nine
effective operators. The observed and expected upper and
lower limits at 95% confidence level (C.L.). on the nine

coefficients are shown in Table II, where all the results are
obtained by varying the effective operators one by one. The
effect of possible AQGCs on the WZ process in the signal
region is negligible. Some operators for anomalous quartic
gauge boson couplings may lead to tree-level unitarity
violation. We also report the values of the operator
coefficient for which unitarity is restored at the scale of
8 TeV, the unitarity limit. In addition to the limits on
individual operator coefficients, the expected and observed
two-dimensional 95% C.L. on FS;0=Λ4 and FS;1=Λ4 are
presented in Fig. 3 (bottom): a linear combination of those
operators leads to a scaling of the SM cross section.
Doubly charged Higgs bosons are predicted in models

that contain a Higgs triplet field. Some of these scenarios
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FIG. 3 (color online). The mll distributions (top) after full
selection with all SM backgrounds and FT;0=Λ4 ¼ −5.0, 0 (SM),
and 5.0 TeV−4; the last bin includes overflow events. Ob-
served and expected two-dimensional 95% C.L. (bottom) for
FS0=Λ4 and FS1=Λ4.
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Limits on  
FS,0/1 /Λ4 
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LHC	  Run2	  has	  started	  
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Many measurements are currently statistically limited 
•  in control region or in signal region 
•  in the high pT / mass / … tail where aGC measurements are sensitive 
⇒ Major improvement expected due to larger cross-section at 13 TeV 

Anomalous coupling signals increase with energy 
•  Run2 will give soon better results 

Many studies expected on  
VBS, triboson, aQGCs…. 
And (of course!) cross-section  
measurements at a new energy 
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Multiboson measurements allow precise comparison between data and theory 
 

Overall good agreement observed in cross-sections 
•  only a few 1-2σ differences 
•  in some cases sensitivity to NNLO reached 
 

8TeV LHC data: evidence for triboson production and vector boson scattering 
 

No hint of anomalous gauge couplings so far:  
strong limits on aTGCs and aQGCs set 
 
 
 
More measurements with full 8TeV dataset coming soon… 
 

… And interesting results expected for RunII as well! 
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WW	  –	  gluon	  resumma$on	  
The 0-1 jet bin applied in the analysis makes the kinematical distributions  
sensitive to higher order QCD corrections 
 
CMS: 
To improve the modeling of gluon resummation:  
reweight pT(WW)  of qq->WW MC to a NLO+NNLL pT resummation calculation 
⇒  strongly correlated with jet veto because of the pT of jets  
 
 

Higher$order$corrections$
•  Lots!of!theore)cal!interest!in!previous!discrepancy,!
par)cularly!w.r.t.!jetOveto!efficiency![1407.4481])[1407.4537]))

•  The&08jet&(or&18jet&bin)&veto&applied&in!this!analysis!makes!the!
kinema)cal!distribu)ons!par)cularly!sensi)ve!to!higherOorder!QCD!
correc)ons.!
•  Improve!modelling!of!gluon!resumma)on,!by!reweight!pT(WW)!of!
the!qq!"!WW!MC!to!a!NLO+NNLL!pT!resumma)on!calcula)on!"!
correlated&with&jet&veto!

•  Compare!to!latest!NNLO!crossOsec)on!
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WW	  theore$cal	  cross-‐sec$on	  
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describe the background estimation and the signal acceptance, respectively. Finally, the measured cross
sections are presented in Section 8 and a summary is given in Section 9.

2 Theoretical predictions and uncertainties

The prediction for the total non-resonant WW production cross section at
p

s = 8 TeV is calculated
using MCFM [1], which provides the next-to-leading-order (NLO) QCD calculation for the qq̄/q̄g/qg!
WW process (below just denoted as qq̄!WW ) and the LO calculation for the gg!WW process. In the
calculation, factorisation and renormalisation scales are set dynamically to mWW /2, the invariant mass
of the produced WW system. The cross sections is obtained for the CT10 [2] NLO parton distribution
function (PDF). The corresponding PDF uncertainties are determined at a C.L. of 68%. In order to
determine the uncertainties due to the renormalisation and factorisation scales, the scales are varied
independently by a factor of two up and down, and the maximum deviation of the cross sections is
taken as the uncertainty. Another uncertainty considered is the variation of the aS parameter used in the
determination of the PDF. It is varied by 1% using dedicated CT10 PDF sets. These uncertainties are
found to be +4.0

�3.5% and +0.5
�0.3% for the scale and the aS uncertainties, respectively.

In order to obtain the total SM cross section, the contribution from the gg ! H !WW process
is added. It has been determined to be 4.1± 0.5 pb [3], assuming mH = 125 GeV. The calculation is
performed at next-to-next-leading order (NNLO) using MSTW2008 PDF, and the PDF, scale and aS
uncertainties as well as the uncertainty on the branching fraction to WW are included. When adding the
cross sections of the Higgs and the non-resonant processes, the uncertainties are treated conservatively
and are summed linearly. The total WW production cross section is estimated to be 58.7+3.0

�2.7 pb. The
resonant and non-resonant signal processes and their uncertainties are shown in Table 1.

Process Cross
section
[pb]

Scale [pb] PDF+as
[pb]

Branching
fraction
[pb]

Calculation Total [pb]

qq̄!WW 53.2 +2.3
�1.9

+1.0
�1.1 - NLO MCFM [1] +2.5

�2.2

gg!WW 1.4 +0.3
�0.2

+0.1
�0.1 - LO MCFM [1] +0.3

�0.2

gg! H !WW 4.1 ± 0.3 ±0.3 ±0.2 NNLO+NNLL
QCD, NLO EW [3]

±0.5

Table 1: The first row gives the predicted cross sections for the non resonant qq̄!WW production with
the uncertainty from scale, PDF and as variations shown in pb. The second and third rows show the
theoretical production cross section for the non-resonant gg �!WW and the resonant gg �! H �!WW
process with their respective error decomposition. The non-resonant gg �!WW process is calculated at
LO only, so that the scale variations are likely to be underestimated. The uncertainties given in the table
are valid for the specific choice of PDF set used for the calculations, as described in the text.

A few additional contributions or higher order corrections are not included in the current prediction.
Higher order corrections to the gg!WW process can increase the cross section by a factor of 2-3 [4],
which will result in a total cross section higher by 2.8 pb. This might not be covered by the scale
uncertainty quoted for the gg!WW process at the moment, since this scale uncertainty is only evaluated
at LO and therefore might be underestimated. The effect of NLO electroweak (EW) corrections on the
WW production cross section is calculated in Ref. [5] and found to be about �1%. The contribution of
gg-induced WW production is expected to be small and found to be about 1% [5, 6]. WW production
from vector boson scattering is neglected due to the small production rate [7]. Furthermore, WW events

2

qq->WW, gg->WW:  PDF = CT10 
gg->H->WW: PDF = MSTW2008 ATLAS	  

3

√
s

TeV σLO σNLO σNNLO σgg→H→WW∗

7 29.52+1.6%
−2.5% 45.16+3.7%

−2.9% 49.04+2.1%
−1.8% 3.25+7.1%

−7.8%

8 35.50+2.4%
−3.5% 54.77+3.7%

−2.9% 59.84+2.2%
−1.9% 4.14+7.2%

−7.8%

13 67.16+5.5%
−6.7% 106.0+4.1%

−3.2% 118.7+2.5%
−2.2% 9.44+7.4%

−7.9%

14 73.74+5.9%
−7.2% 116.7+4.1%

−3.3% 131.3+2.6%
−2.2% 10.64+7.5%

−8.0%

TABLE I. LO, NLO and NNLO cross sections (in picobarn)
for on-shell W+W− production in the 4FNS and reference
results for gg → H → WW ∗ from Ref. [75].

decrease when moving from LO to NLO and NNLO.
Moreover, the NNLO (NLO) corrections turn out to ex-
ceed the scale uncertainty of the NLO (LO) predictions
by up to a factor 3 (34). The fact that LO and NLO
scale variations underestimate higher-order effects can be
attributed to the fact that the gluon–quark and gluon–
gluon induced partonic channels, which yield a sizable
contribution to the W+W− cross section, appear only
beyond LO and NLO, respectively. The NNLO is the
first order at which all partonic channels are contribut-
ing. The NNLO scale dependence, which amounts to
about 3%, can thus be considered a realistic estimate of
the theoretical uncertainty due to missing higher-order
effects.

In Figure 1, theoretical predictions in the 4FNS are
compared to CMS and ATLAS measurements at 7 and
8 TeV [5–8]. For a consistent comparison, our results
for on-shell W+W− production are combined with the
gg → H → WW ∗ cross sections reported in Table I.
It turns out that the inclusion of the NNLO corrections
leads to an excellent description of the data at 7 TeV and
decreases the significance of the observed excess at 8 TeV.
In the lower frame of Figure 1, predictions and scale vari-
ations at NNLO are compared to NLO ones, and also the
individual contribution of the gg → W+W− channel is
shown. Using NNLO parton distributions throughout,
the loop induced gluon fusion contribution is only about
35% of the total NNLO correction.

In the light of the small scale dependence of the 4FNS
NNLO cross section, the ambiguities associated with the
definition of a top-free W+W− cross section and its sen-
sitivity to the choice of the FNS might represent a sig-
nificant source of theoretical uncertainty at NNLO. In
particular, the omission of b-quark emissions in our 4FNS
definition of the W+W− cross section implies potentially
large logarithms of mb in the transition from the 4FNS
to the 5FNS. To quantify this kind of uncertainties, we
study the NNLO W+W− cross section in the 5FNS and
introduce a subtraction of its top contamination that al-
lows for a consistent comparison between the two FNSs.
An optimal definition of W+W− production in the 5FNS
requires maximal suppression of the top resonances in
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FIG. 1. The on-shell W+W− cross section in the 4FNS at

LO (dots), NLO (dashes), NLO+gg (dot dashes) and NNLO

(solid) combined with gg → H → WW ∗ is compared to re-

cent ATLAS and CMS measurements [5–8]. In the lower panel

NNLO and NLO+gg results are normalized to NLO predic-

tions. The bands describe scale variations.

the pp → W+W−b and pp → W+W−bb̄ channels. At
the same time, the cancellation of collinear singularities
associated with massless g → bb̄ splittings requires a suf-
ficient level of inclusiveness. The difficulty of fulfilling
both requirements is clearly illustrated in Figure 2 (left),
where 5FNS predictions are plotted versus a b-jet veto
that rejects b-jets with pT,bjet > pvetoT,bjet over the whole
rapidity range, and are compared to 4FNS results. In
the inclusive limit, pvetoT,bjet → ∞, the higher-order correc-
tions in the 5FNS suffer from a huge top contamination.
At 7 (14) TeV the resulting relative enhancement with
respect to the 4FNS amounts to about 30 (60)% at NLO
and a factor 4 (8) at NNLO. In principle, it can be sup-
pressed through the b-jet veto. However, for natural jet
veto values around 30 GeV the top contamination re-
mains larger than 10% of the W+W− cross section, and
a complete suppression of the top contributions requires
a veto of the order of 1 GeV. Moreover, as pvetoT,bjet → 0,
the (N)NLO cross section does not approach a constant,
but, starting from pvetoT,bjet ∼ 10 GeV, it displays a loga-
rithmic slope due to singularities associated with initial
state g → bb̄ splittings. This sensitivity to the jet-veto
parameters represents a theoretical ambiguity at the sev-
eral percent level, which is inherent in the definition of
top-free W+W− production based on a b-jet veto.

To circumvent this problem we will adopt an alterna-

CMS,	  from	  	  
Phys.Rev.Let.	  113	  (2014)	  212001	  	  
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Av~ and AK,z in a &amework which manifestly respects
the SU(2) xU(1) gauge invariance of the SM and which
uses a linear realization of the symmetry-breaking sector.
We found that contributions to observable quantities de-
pend at most logarithmically on the cutoff scale A and
present low energy bounds are rather weak, in particular
for small values of the Higgs boson mass. These mild
constraints on the new interactions are universal to all
models which possess SU(2) xU(l) gauge invariance and
a light Higgs boson originating from a single doublet field.
They do not depend on other details of the underlying
model.
In this paper we consider more general observable

effects at low energy, due to some new interactions
which involve the Higgs sector and the electroweak gauge
bosons. We assume that the weak vector bosons and the
photon are indeed the gauge bosons of an SU(2) x U(1)
local symmetry which is broken spontaneously because
some order parameter, which transforms as an SU(2)
doublet, acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV). In
order to allow for the possible existence of a light Higgs
boson (which might be a composite object as, e.g. , in
top-quark condensate models [18]) we choose a linear re-
alization of the symmetry-breaking sector in the form of
the conventional Higgs doublet field 4. The new inter-
actions lead to the opening of new thresholds at a high
energy scale A. At low energies their effects are described
by an effective Lagrangian which we approximate by con-
sidering operators up to dimension six only. The building
blocks of this effective Lagrangian are the Higgs doublet
field and the gauge fields [14, 19, 20], while any efFects on
the known quarks and leptons are assumed to be induced
by SM gauge boson exchange.
We present a complete analysis of four-fermion ampli-

tudes including all dimension-six operators in the gauge-
boson —Higgs-boson sector which are SU(2) xU(1) gauge
invariant and which are even under charge conjugation
and parity. Of these operators, four (to be called G~~,
OD~, OD~, and Oc, i) affect the neutral current (NC)
and charged current (CC) amplitudes at the tree level [21]
and another five induce effects at the one-loop level. Of
these five, three operators lead to anomalous triple vec-
tor boson couplings, as shown in Sec. II. We explicitly
calculate the quadratically and logarithmically divergent
contributions of the latter five operators to CC and NC
amplitudes and demonstrate that these divergent contri-
butions are equivalent to a renormalization of the four
operators Og~, ODg, Og)~) and 0@1 which contribute
at tree level, and of the SM parameters (which we take to
be n, the Z-boson mass mz, and the Fermi constant as
measured in p decay, G~). These one-loop calculations
are described in Sec. IV.
Because the leading one-loop contributions can be un-

derstood in terms of the tree level effects of 0~~, 0~~,
OD~, and 0@1, we have inserted in Sec. III a discus-
sion of the low energy efFects of these operators [21]. We
consider in this paper new physics in the gauge-boson
Higgs-boson sector that affects low energy experiments
only via a virtual gauge boson exchange. Hence only
oblique corrections to the SM appear and all results can
be described in the improved Born approximation [9]. In

Sec. III we review the results of a recent analysis of the
oblique correction parameters [22] which will be used in
Sec. V to derive bounds on the various operators. We
adopt the formalism of Ref. [22] since it allows for the
running of the oblique form factors between zero mo-
mentum transfer and the Z boson mass scale, as caused
by some of the dimension-six operators that we study.
The tree level bounds on Og~, 0~~, OD~, and 0@1

can be translated into constraints on the other five op-
erators (at the one-loop level) and hence on anomalous
triple boson vertices if we assume that there are no can-
cellations between the contributions of different opera-
tors. This is done in Sec. V. For the anomalous WWZ
and WTVp couplings A and LK one finds that deviations
as large as A = +0.5 or LK, = 0.5 are not excluded
by the present precision experiments. We also discuss
the Higgs boson mass and top-quark mass dependence of
these bounds. Because of the assumptions which need to
be made to establish any constraints, these bounds must
be considered as order of magnitude estimates only, and
they are about as stringent as constraints derived from
tree level unitarity considerations [23]. A final discussion
of our results is given in Sec. VI.
Some of the technical details are relegated to two Ap-

pendixes. Appendix A lists the dimension-six operators
which we consider and decomposes them into operators
with two, three, or four fields, which allows us to im-
mediately read ofF the Feynman rules for the various
non-standard-model vertices. We also show the SM La-
grangian in the same notation in order to fix all sign con-
ventions. In Appendix Bwe have collected the full formu-
las for the new physics contributions to the gauge boson
two-point functions and the Vff gauge boson fermion
vertex functions. IIi addition, results are given for mod-
els in which no light Higgs boson exists.

II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION
OF NE% PHYSICS IN THE BOSONIC SECTOR

oo (~)) ) fi ~(~+4) (2.1)

We are concerned with the low energy effects of
new strong interactions in the electroweak symmetry-
breaking sector. Denoting by A the characteristic scale of
the new physics, we are interested in the residual interac-
tions between the light degrees of freedom, i.e., the parti-
cles of mass M (( A. These are taken as the SU(2) xU(1)
gauge bosons and an SU(2) doublet field 4, which ac-
quires a vacuum expectation value v/v 2, and thus gives
rise to the three Goldstone bosons which are absorbed as
the longitudinal modes of the W and the Z. The fourth
real field contained in 4 is the Higgs boson, which may
be light compared to the scale A. We use this linear re-
alization of the Goldstone bosons in order to be able to
discuss Higgs mass effects and the decoupling of the new
physics for A )) e. Integrating out the heavy degrees
of freedom, the residual interactions between the gauge
bosons and the Higgs doublet field are described by an
effective LagrangianEffective Field theory approach 
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Phys.Rev.D41	  (1990)	  2113	  
Nucl.Phys.	  B282	  (1987)	  253	  

Phys.	  Rev.	  D	  47	  (1993)	  4889	  	   Coupling	   Parameters	   Channel	  

WWγ	   Δκγ,	  λγ	   WW,	  Wγ	  

WWZ	   Δg1Z,	  ΔκZ,	  λZ	   WW,	  WZ	  

ZγZ	   h3Z,	  h4Z	   Zγ	  

Zγγ	   h3γ,	  h4γ	   Zγ	  

ZZZ	   f4Z,	  f5Z	   ZZ	  

ZZγ	   f4γ,	  f5γ	   ZZ	  

Phys.Rev.D48	  (1993)	  2182	  

Mostly	  used	  so	  far	  
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Coupling	   Parameters	  

WWγ,	  WWZ	   fwww/∧2,	  fB/∧2,	  fW/∧2	  	  	  	  (all	  dim6)	  
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Av~ and AK,z in a &amework which manifestly respects
the SU(2) xU(1) gauge invariance of the SM and which
uses a linear realization of the symmetry-breaking sector.
We found that contributions to observable quantities de-
pend at most logarithmically on the cutoff scale A and
present low energy bounds are rather weak, in particular
for small values of the Higgs boson mass. These mild
constraints on the new interactions are universal to all
models which possess SU(2) xU(l) gauge invariance and
a light Higgs boson originating from a single doublet field.
They do not depend on other details of the underlying
model.
In this paper we consider more general observable

effects at low energy, due to some new interactions
which involve the Higgs sector and the electroweak gauge
bosons. We assume that the weak vector bosons and the
photon are indeed the gauge bosons of an SU(2) x U(1)
local symmetry which is broken spontaneously because
some order parameter, which transforms as an SU(2)
doublet, acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV). In
order to allow for the possible existence of a light Higgs
boson (which might be a composite object as, e.g. , in
top-quark condensate models [18]) we choose a linear re-
alization of the symmetry-breaking sector in the form of
the conventional Higgs doublet field 4. The new inter-
actions lead to the opening of new thresholds at a high
energy scale A. At low energies their effects are described
by an effective Lagrangian which we approximate by con-
sidering operators up to dimension six only. The building
blocks of this effective Lagrangian are the Higgs doublet
field and the gauge fields [14, 19, 20], while any efFects on
the known quarks and leptons are assumed to be induced
by SM gauge boson exchange.
We present a complete analysis of four-fermion ampli-

tudes including all dimension-six operators in the gauge-
boson —Higgs-boson sector which are SU(2) xU(1) gauge
invariant and which are even under charge conjugation
and parity. Of these operators, four (to be called G~~,
OD~, OD~, and Oc, i) affect the neutral current (NC)
and charged current (CC) amplitudes at the tree level [21]
and another five induce effects at the one-loop level. Of
these five, three operators lead to anomalous triple vec-
tor boson couplings, as shown in Sec. II. We explicitly
calculate the quadratically and logarithmically divergent
contributions of the latter five operators to CC and NC
amplitudes and demonstrate that these divergent contri-
butions are equivalent to a renormalization of the four
operators Og~, ODg, Og)~) and 0@1 which contribute
at tree level, and of the SM parameters (which we take to
be n, the Z-boson mass mz, and the Fermi constant as
measured in p decay, G~). These one-loop calculations
are described in Sec. IV.
Because the leading one-loop contributions can be un-

derstood in terms of the tree level effects of 0~~, 0~~,
OD~, and 0@1, we have inserted in Sec. III a discus-
sion of the low energy efFects of these operators [21]. We
consider in this paper new physics in the gauge-boson
Higgs-boson sector that affects low energy experiments
only via a virtual gauge boson exchange. Hence only
oblique corrections to the SM appear and all results can
be described in the improved Born approximation [9]. In

Sec. III we review the results of a recent analysis of the
oblique correction parameters [22] which will be used in
Sec. V to derive bounds on the various operators. We
adopt the formalism of Ref. [22] since it allows for the
running of the oblique form factors between zero mo-
mentum transfer and the Z boson mass scale, as caused
by some of the dimension-six operators that we study.
The tree level bounds on Og~, 0~~, OD~, and 0@1

can be translated into constraints on the other five op-
erators (at the one-loop level) and hence on anomalous
triple boson vertices if we assume that there are no can-
cellations between the contributions of different opera-
tors. This is done in Sec. V. For the anomalous WWZ
and WTVp couplings A and LK one finds that deviations
as large as A = +0.5 or LK, = 0.5 are not excluded
by the present precision experiments. We also discuss
the Higgs boson mass and top-quark mass dependence of
these bounds. Because of the assumptions which need to
be made to establish any constraints, these bounds must
be considered as order of magnitude estimates only, and
they are about as stringent as constraints derived from
tree level unitarity considerations [23]. A final discussion
of our results is given in Sec. VI.
Some of the technical details are relegated to two Ap-

pendixes. Appendix A lists the dimension-six operators
which we consider and decomposes them into operators
with two, three, or four fields, which allows us to im-
mediately read ofF the Feynman rules for the various
non-standard-model vertices. We also show the SM La-
grangian in the same notation in order to fix all sign con-
ventions. In Appendix Bwe have collected the full formu-
las for the new physics contributions to the gauge boson
two-point functions and the Vff gauge boson fermion
vertex functions. IIi addition, results are given for mod-
els in which no light Higgs boson exists.

II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION
OF NE% PHYSICS IN THE BOSONIC SECTOR

oo (~)) ) fi ~(~+4) (2.1)

We are concerned with the low energy effects of
new strong interactions in the electroweak symmetry-
breaking sector. Denoting by A the characteristic scale of
the new physics, we are interested in the residual interac-
tions between the light degrees of freedom, i.e., the parti-
cles of mass M (( A. These are taken as the SU(2) xU(1)
gauge bosons and an SU(2) doublet field 4, which ac-
quires a vacuum expectation value v/v 2, and thus gives
rise to the three Goldstone bosons which are absorbed as
the longitudinal modes of the W and the Z. The fourth
real field contained in 4 is the Higgs boson, which may
be light compared to the scale A. We use this linear re-
alization of the Goldstone bosons in order to be able to
discuss Higgs mass effects and the decoupling of the new
physics for A )) e. Integrating out the heavy degrees
of freedom, the residual interactions between the gauge
bosons and the Higgs doublet field are described by an
effective Lagrangian

•  valid for sqrt(s) << ∧ 
•  SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) invariance by construction 
•  Oi = operator of energy dimension n 
•  fi = adimensional couplings (~1) 
•  only first terms relevant because suppressed by sqrt(s)/∧ => dominant contribution dim=6 
 
Assuming CP conservation => 3 independent parameters: 
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Oiiw = Tr([D„,W„p] [D",W ~]),
I2

O» =—,(~.B-.)(~"B")
Ogw = C'tBp TV+ C',

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

We will assume that the new physics respects the local
SU(2) xU(1) symmetry and that this symmetry is bro-
ken spontaneously only, by the vacuum expectation value
of C. As a result the operators in l.,~ must be invari-
ant under the full gauge symmetry. In addition we only
consider operators which separately conserve parity and
charge conjugation invariance.
A general analysis of the allowed operators with energy

dimension d = n + 4 ( 8 can be found in Refs. [19,24].
Operators which difFer by total derivatives only can be
identified with each other and the classical equations of
motion provide additional relations. Nevertheless, sev-
eral dozen independent operators remain when taking
into account operators which involve fermions as well as
bosons. Here we are interested in low energy efFects of
the electroweak symmetry-breaking sector only. We thus
expect operators involving fermions to be suppressed by
powers of my/A, making them negligible except, per-
haps, when involving the top quark. Dropping all terms
involving fermions requires that we do not use the equa-
tions of motion for the gauge fields since their equations
of motion give the fermionic parts of the isospin and hy-
percharge currents which are not suppressed for small
fermion masses.
With these restrictions eleven independent operators

remain. Four of them, namely,

and of the weak mixing angle [21]. These effects will be
considered in more detail in Sec. III.
Of the remaining seven operators two solely afFect the

Higgs self-interactions at the tree level

O~ 2 ———8„(Ct4)0"(@t4),1

Oc, s = —(@'t@)'
(2.6a)

(2.6b)

= zgww g (W+ W "—W+ "W )V

+Kv W+R' V"

They do not enter in our subsequent analysis, since at the
one-loop level their efFects can be absorbed into a change
of the Higgs potential and hence into a renormalization
of the SM parameters.
The other five operators are

Owww = Tr[W„„W"~Wp "], (2.7a)
Oww = CtW„TV" (2.7b)
OI3I3 ——4tB„„B"C, (2.7c)
Ow = (D„C')tW" (D„C), (2.7d)
O~ = (D„4)tB" (D 4) . (2.7e)

As we shall see they all contribute to four-fermion am-
plitudes at the one-loop level. In addition Owww, Ow,
and O~ give rise to nonstandard triple gauge boson cou-
plings. Conventionally the WWV vertices (V = Z, p)
are parametrized by the effective Lagrangian [2]

O@ i ——(D„@)t@4t(D"4), (2.2d)

afFect the gauge boson two-point functions at the tree
level [21]. Here 4 denotes the Higgs doublet field. The
covariant derivative for an isospin doublet with hyper-
charge Y = 2 is

aD„=8„+—g'B„+i g2 " 2
(2.3)

and W„„and B„denote the full (non-Abelian) field
strengths of the W and the B gauge fields:

[D„,D„] = B„+W„=i —B„+i g—W„ (2 4)

2 I2
l'iv=fLiw W 0 W ~ + fg)g B~ 0 B~2A2 2A2

m2 V2+ fzwsc W B + f@ i mzZ„Z" (2 5)

to the kinetic energy part of the Lagrangian. O~w intro-
duces B-R' mixing and hence gives a contribution to the
S parameter. O@ i contributes to the g boson mass but
not to the TV mass and hence leads to deviations of the
p parameter from 1. Finally, ODw and OD~ lead to an
anomalous running of the @ED fine structure constant

When replacing 4 by its VEV, (0, v/v 2), and keeping
terms bilinear in the gauge fields only, one finds a contri-
bution

Av W+ W ~Vp", (2.8)mw )
where the overall coupling constants are defined as
gww~ ———e and gwwz ———e cotow. Within the stan-
dard model, the couplings are given by g& ——gi ——Kz ——

v~ = 1, and Az ——A~ = 0. While the value of gi is
fixed by electromagnetic gauge invariance, the presence
of the operators Owww, Ow, and O~ in the efFective
Lagrangian of Eq. (2.1) will change the other values to

z=1 mz

m2
~z =1+[fw —s'(fa+ fw)] 2A2,

2
~, = 1+ (fa+ fw)

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

(2.9c)

3mwg&, =&z= fwww =&,2A2 (2.9d)
with 8 = sinew.
At first sight it would appear that the operator Oww

would also give rise to anomalous values of r~ or Kz
when 4 is replaced by its vacuum expectation value,
(O, v/v 2)+, and, hence, @t4 ~ v /2. One immediately
finds, however, that the resulting term and the analogous
one from the operator O~~ are directly proportional to
the SM kinetic energy terms of the SU(2) and U(1) gauge
bosons and they can be absorbed into a finite renormal-
ization of the TV and B fields, respectively. In addition
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Oiiw = Tr([D„,W„p] [D",W ~]),
I2

O» =—,(~.B-.)(~"B")
Ogw = C'tBp TV+ C',

(2.2a)

(2.2b)
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We will assume that the new physics respects the local
SU(2) xU(1) symmetry and that this symmetry is bro-
ken spontaneously only, by the vacuum expectation value
of C. As a result the operators in l.,~ must be invari-
ant under the full gauge symmetry. In addition we only
consider operators which separately conserve parity and
charge conjugation invariance.
A general analysis of the allowed operators with energy

dimension d = n + 4 ( 8 can be found in Refs. [19,24].
Operators which difFer by total derivatives only can be
identified with each other and the classical equations of
motion provide additional relations. Nevertheless, sev-
eral dozen independent operators remain when taking
into account operators which involve fermions as well as
bosons. Here we are interested in low energy efFects of
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expect operators involving fermions to be suppressed by
powers of my/A, making them negligible except, per-
haps, when involving the top quark. Dropping all terms
involving fermions requires that we do not use the equa-
tions of motion for the gauge fields since their equations
of motion give the fermionic parts of the isospin and hy-
percharge currents which are not suppressed for small
fermion masses.
With these restrictions eleven independent operators

remain. Four of them, namely,

and of the weak mixing angle [21]. These effects will be
considered in more detail in Sec. III.
Of the remaining seven operators two solely afFect the

Higgs self-interactions at the tree level
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Figure 5: Measurements and theoretical predictions of the total W±Z production cross section as a function
of center-of-mass energy. Experimental measurements from CDF and D0 in proton antiproton collisions at the
Tevatron at

p
s = 1.96 TeV, and experimental measurements from ATLAS in proton-proton collisions at the LHC

at
p

s = 7 TeV and
p

s = 8 TeV are shown. The blue dashed line shows the theoretical prediction for the W±Z
production cross section in proton anti-proton collisions, calculated at NLO using MCFM with PDF set CT10. The
solid red line shows the theoretical prediction for the W±Z production cross section in proton-proton collisions,
calculated in the same way. The ATLAS results at 8 TeV define the total cross section with a Z boson with mass
between 66 GeV and 116 GeV. The results from CDF define the total cross section assuming zero-width for the Z
boson and neglecting the �⇤ contribution. The results from D0 define the total cross section with a Z boson with
mass between 60 GeV and 120 GeV.
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WZ-‐>	  3leptons	  
Signature: 3 isolated leptons + ET

miss 
 

Selection:  
•  3 leptons, pT >20(10) GeV 
•  ET

miss>25-30GeV (mT
W cut) 

•  mll window 
•  ±20GeV CMS; ±10GeV ATLAS 

Main background:  
•  1 fake+2 real leptons: Z+jets 

•  dominating systematic uncertainty 

σ (fiducial) [pb] 8TeV MCFM [pb] 

CMS: 24.61±0.76(stat) ±1.13(syst) ±1.08(lumi) 21.91+1.17
-0.88 

Atlas: 20.3+0.8
–0.7(stat) +1.2

–1.1(syst) +0.7
–0.6(lumi) 20.3 ± 0.8 

At 7/8TeV, small excess in ¾ measurements (1-2σ) 

W+Z / W-Z x-sec ratio also measured 
CMS: 1.81 ± 0.12 (stat) ± 0.03 (syst)   (exp: 1.724 ± 0.003) 
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